BALLOON VOYAGE,

inf myself ami horse, preparatory to my visit to
Bangor, the grand object of my visit. On the third
day I went to Bangor. But to my astonishment. I
could see no village, now the city. I tied my hor.-e
to a bush fence, and descended the precipice, just
above the present Hatch House, which was then a
mere frame, where I found one James Thomas
Mr. Thomas was kind enough to pull a paper out
of his pocket, on which he shew me the great so
city of Bangor. 1 was so disappointed and inorti*
tied that I at once made up my mind to return
I
home in the most direct way immediately.
mounted my horse, returned to HamlKlen, dined,
and started for Belfast. At the Marshmill settlement, they told me that the road to Belfast wa<
new and rather blind, but
they tho't 1 could get
through t<> the settlement before dark. So I pushed on. But before l reached any house, night
came upon me.
I lost my road once or twice, but
before twilight was gone, f came to an owning and
a log house, but found no one in it, nor any path
out of the opening. So I tied my horse to a stump,
and took up my lodgings for the' night. I found in
the house a good bed and a cat. and could hear
cowbell in the distance. 1 was extremely thirst}
I then laid myself
t> !t could find no water.
up<»n t!n;» lied, and endeavored to get some sleep,
but it occurred to me that the country was then in
state of insurrection against the proprietors, and
that house might be the rendezvous of the insurgent'. and that finding me there asleep they might
tak- mo for a spy, and do me some harm before 1
could explain mvself. So 1 got but little sleep that
night. At early daylight 1 (pushed on, and soon
came out
to settlers.
I found that I had lodged at
the house of Mr. John Mason, and that he and lit*
wife were on a visit at her lather’s. < hi my way to
Belfast. 1 again missed my road, and got on ton
winter road on the (loose river meadows.
Tin*
mire was so deep, I had to dismount and drive my
horse before me, and finally came out at the Tlldeu
Y.ll'. where ! got so entangled among fallen tree**
hat 1 had to get the millmeti to haul me out.
about 10 o’clock. A. M., 1 arrived at the upper Ker
ry on the Belfast liver. But it was the fourth dav
ot July, and the lerryman was absent.
1 then d*
seend'-d the. east side of the river to the lower I
ry. The ferryman here was gone. But 1 found
bov who set me aerois the river and landed unsafely outhe Belfast Beach. The site of this \ dlage was then but a small opening, but there we;«*
several new buildings and stores, and it being ?l.>fourtli day of July, there was a considerable appearance of business and activity. 1 made n -i
in the village, but simply called ut < apt
Jam
Miller'.-, to sec it i could obtain some ivti«--hmom
lor my sell ami horse
II.- was very much eugag
preparing tor the 4th ot Mnlv, hut said there ,%
•-on" Militia officers t<» dine with him, and that i
(
would wait, I might line with them.
This
not suit no*, sc I pu-he I on.
1 m xt called at <
l'l»oni; > Knowlton’s. in \orthport, and I found h •«.
in the same situation.
So 1 pushed oil one. m..*
I readied the DmLtrnp Mream a little before mu
s* t, ami hired
a hoy to swim my horse :• ro—
I then b
ume taint, and determined to throw *:
self, inio the first house 1 came to. Thi* happen.
to be the bouse of one H zekiah French, a nutiv
the town ot Biller m and an old nrijn.vntane.
Ib re 1 was most kindly and hospitably »•!•«• -rtair:
for the night ami the next forenoon.
From l.meolnville. Mr French’s place of residema ! pm
ceedetl to Broad Bay, in Waldoborough, whem my
horse gave out
1 then put myself und horse
b*ard
roaster and returned to
Boston, and
thence home.

[From tho Poughkeepsie Kagle, Dec. ai.J
That very successful aerial voyager. l'rofessor S. A King, made a splendid" balloon
ascension from KUenville. Ulster cotmtv, a
short time since, and his
description of his
trip is so interesting that it is worth publish-

ing.

Soon after rising from the
starting point,
the whole of Ulster. Sullivan and Delaware
the
counties,
Catskill Mountains, and boundaries ot
Pennsylvania and much more were
brought into view. The Professorseonipanion grew enthusiastic, and hix<
imafious
were
wildly in accordance Three-fourth of
the way to the top of the
Shawaugunk Mountains they noticed a
long steep precipice, and
when they reached the
top they found there
a wide
plateau, on which was a pond of
water.
Higher and higher ro- the balloon,
the blood of the aeronauts
coursing through
their veins at tremendous
speed, till suddenly the aerial ship entered the douds sev en
minutes and a halt alter its departure from
earth.
Suddenly the air became slinging
cold, and the voyagers weie compelled to
turn
up their coat collars, and to rub their
cars and noses to
prevent them from freezing.
Pheir cheeks reddened, their eyes sparkled,
and their whole Iramos seemed to he
singularly affected.
They were hidden from
everything earthly entirely. The cloud itself
seemed to be guile dry and light, and. as the
balloon lloated upwards and through it,
prismatic colors dashed and wavered before
the optics ol the daring voyagers. For full
live minutes were they thus
singularly surrounded, during all of which time they’were,
'I course, unable to ascertain towards which
As
pouit ot the compass they were, steering.
tin y emerged from their pure white and
tleci v surroundings the good ship of the air

nal art of incorporation, the name of the town is the little settlement, in
September, 1778, that a load a large sloop. Wood was then worth but
left blank. A dispute arose about the name. Many large British force was
coining from Canada, the eighty cents- a cord. The leading roads were from
but
Miller
was
strenuous
preferred Londonderry,
At /hr Centennial ('clebration
following spring, by the time the leaves were ns Ilalf-way Creole around Fish Cove to the Wegcott
of the Settlefor its present appellation, to perpetuate that of his large as a mail's thumb nail,
prepared to drive all Stream, and from I.ittle Itiver to Sandv Beach,
non! of Belfast, Oere),ibu 21, 1870.
birth place in Ireland. The difficulty was at last before them who refused allegiance to
King George. ! where the railroad buildings stand. Near Sandy
settled by tossing a penny.
This rumor proved substantially correct.
The | Beach, around the “town landing,’’ was the prim-iI'.v IION. JOSEPH WILLIAMS* >N
to
Belfast,
is
“one
Ireland,
Macaulay,
According
English had long been sensible that a military sta- pal places of business until about iso:!, anil the
of
most
the
and
seats
of
indusThe faculty of looking before and after, which benourishing
tion
on
greatest
the
would
of
be
the utmost ser- ! western part of the town was better known as
JOHN MITCICELL, THE FOUNDER OK BEl.i AM
Penobscot,
try in the British Isles. A busy population of vice in checking the ravages of American pri- “The Beach,’" than by another title. As this part
long- to us us rational beings, cannot be better emthe first settlers of Londonderry, was
Among
are
collected there. The du- vateers, and in restoring the inhabitants to
ployed, than in calling up to grateful recollection, one John Mitchell. He brought with him from eighty thousand souls
loyalty. j increased in population, the truth of James Miller's
*m
appropriate occasions, the toils and suffer- Ireland, a son of the same name, then live years ties annually paid at the custom house exceed the Accordingly, in June, 1771), a force of about one !I prediction, which he made to John Mitchell, in
dutie< annually paid at the custom house ot Lon- thousand men arrived at Castine, or Bagaduce, as 1770, that the village would be upon this side, being- of those, to whom, as a community, we owe old.
The latter became duly apprenticed to a don, in the most
our existence.
It is a pious office to the past;
prosperous years of the reign of it was then called, and commenced erecting a fort on | gan to he realized. The earliest recognition of the
and as late as 170L calls himself a Charles the II.
Other Irish towns may present I the heights of the peninsula.
and who is there that can still the fond hope within housewright.
One of the first acts ; claims of the Beach people appears by the record
I£c was skilled m the higher branches of more
joiner.
forms to the eye: but Belfast is o the British commander, was to send a
that
when
the
sun
picturesque
has again for a hundred
him,
proclama- of 1701, when it was voted that future warrants for
mathematics, and soon acquired a high reputation tin*
Irish town in which the traveler in tion, requiring ail the male residents of Belfast to town meetings “be posted on the other side of ticlarge
only
year- performed its mighty circuit of the heavens, asfa
In 17(m, while on the pas- Mot
practical
surveyor.
and each of us in this assemblage, shall alike have
disgusted by the loathsome aspect and odor of repair on hoard the fleet, within five days, and to river as well as this.” The next year. the growing
from Passamaquoddy. where In* had been
been for years laid low—our children’s children, in sage
long lines of human dens, tar inferior ii. comfort take the oath of allegiance, or to expect the most importance of the western portion was more dismaking survey* under tin direction of <eru<»r and cleanliness to the dwellings which in happier severe
to
revive
rites
these
at
the
close of an- Barnard, he visited Penobscot
punishment. The contents of the proclama- tinctly acknowledged, by a vote "that town meetreturning
lmpres-ed countries are provided for cattle. No other large tion was
Bay.
soon communicated to all the heads of ings shall he held on both sides, according to taxes,"
other century, will retrace with pleasure, the record with
the natural advantage.', of our harbor, and Irish town is so well
ho
well
so
cleaned,
of our humble proceedings, and in the language of
paved,
families, in town, who at once assembled to a man and "to build two meeting houses, one on cacti
at Fort Pownall, that the land upon which
learning
brilliantly
lighted.'’
for
sir Walter Scott, concerning Old Mortality, feel it
consultation.
"What to do,’' writes one of side."
bordered was for sale, he communicated the inthankful that we have spent an evening “in renewthem, "we knew not. There was no road to travel
1-TltST ruvvs MEETING.
I HIST MEETING ItOl’SKS.
formation to his neighbors. Tin. result of his slat
on for thirty or forty miles, and if there had been,
ing to the eye- of posterity, the decaying element- incuts, was the establishment of a ’’community” or
John Mitchell was authorized to call the lirst
Iii accordance with the latter vote, two meeting
we could not have travelled that way, for we had
of the zeal and sufferings of our forefathers!"
il
was
held on the litii day of
houses were erected, in the summer of 17*12. That
‘’proprietary," as it was called, for the. purchase of town meeting, amt
some large families of women and children, and
hie pr.NonscoT coi n iry a wilderness in
the township, then only designated a* ”a tract on November, 1772. at his house, near tlie mouth of
on the eastern side stood on the Searsport road, on
wo could not carry
provisions, or get any on the lot No.
the southerly side of a township "ranted to Col. Goose river, on tlie land now known as the old
2B, nearly opposite the old grave yard. Its
I util 17-Vt, the whole eastern section of the State
for
there
were no inhabitants.
And
way,
besides,
at Penobscot Fort.”
Mitchell was the muster lield. The spot ean lie identified to this dav
dimensions were about fifty by forty feet. It wawe had no money to purchase with.
remained au unbroken wilderness. French colonies (.oldthwait,
After debatcellar
the
the
and
of
the
and
is
as
of
the
well.
The
unfinished inside, and contained no regular pews.
by
cavity
generally regarded
had indeed previously existed at Mount Desert and largest owner,
ing all tile forenoon, nothing was done, or likely to No means for
founder of the town, although a vote of the oilier
untomaty town officers were chosen, and tlie cor- be.’’
warming were provided, and in old
< astine. but they
were of short duration.
Finally, John Davidson said, “I have a log
From
in 17<»1>, gives thirteen dollars to John poration duly organized.
services took place i:i the neighboring
proprietors
weather,
and before, taking the oath, 1 will take my
canoe,
Georges river to the St. Croix, the whole line of (lilmore for
Lot No. 20 having been set apart for public purThe
discovering tin* land. He was. howwife and three little children, and try to reaeli my school-house. It was demolished in 1800.
our coast, that now has in its harbors the nourishever. active in
the settlement, and filled poses, future town meeting* assembled “at the
friends at the wesi." Capt, Solon Stephenson re- west meeting house was framed at the entrance of
ing settlements and active commerce which it is so various stationspromoting
: the old burying ground on High street. That loeaof honor, after it became incorpor- Commons on tlie south end of said lot," until 1702.
in that way, “I will accompany
well adapted bv nature to sustain, ivan unmarked ated.
plied, “If you
tion being
the building committee reDuring the It volution, he removed P* New At lirst, the voters ■'diotfrned to Mitchell’s house, you." s > thegonext night
by a .single white habitation. Into the primawal ,
they commenced their ji moved theobjectionable,
and died at t’hcster, in tint state, in and afterwards to the barn of John Gilmore, which
frame to opposite tie house of Asa
broke from its close eoiilinemenls into the forest which fringed the shores of our Bay, no civi- Hampshire,
mi.
was then tlie largest building in town,
in 1777. it weary journey, having employed two young men : Faunee. The edifice was one story high, and fhrnto drive their rattle to Georges,
After a passage of
most glorious sunlight, and abov e it, as far as lized person had penetrated, no surveyor's chain
was voted to build a log house at tlie ('omniol.. on
AT UlNl»ONI»i;i:itY,
l'UOPlllKTAKY
three weeks, they reached Xewhuryport in safety. I ished with pews. It was purchased by the Baptist
had measured it» boundaries.—no Christian eye I
tin eye could sec the blue arch of heaven
oi No. 20, to hold meetings in.
had searched its dismal shades, and the limits of the !
It
has
been repeatedly stated that instead of tak- ! society in 1822, and removed.to Bridge street. At
(*u the fourth day of October, lTtVS, tli.
proprieAt a special meeting called April 20, 1774, John
ter being occupied as a church until 18.",7, it was
was visible, vvhih
below the white rolling different grants ami patent s that appeared on
ing the oath, the inhabitants rejected the proposi- converted
paper, tors, Jlurty-liu! in number, held their lirst regular Tufts was lioseu to carry
a Petition to the Genand is now rwned by Mrs.
clouds, tinged with the rays of the sun. add- w'er«* based only on estimate or conjecture. For a meeting, at the house of David <'raig, innholder, eral Court, to have tlie non-inhabitants taxed; that tion of protection, and that, “to the last mail, they | I’hebe C. into a stable,
Berry. Neither of the old meetiug lenses
abandoned their homes, leaving their (locks in the
ed to a scene at once so grand :i- to defy de- | long time, the success of tlie French in Canada, I at Londonderry. It was then voted io divide the as
! had steeples.
wages for a man to carry said Petition lie three
<
It was wonder- 1 and the onsequeiit hostility of the Indians, who, 1 tract, which contained, hy estimate, fifteen thou-1 shillings per dav : he (hiding Viteli and Drink tor pastures and the corn in the fields ready for liarAs lias been before stated, lot No. 2ti, containing,
scription. It was majestic
vest.” This is not strictly true.
after fortifications had been erected upon other j sand acres, into fifty-two ights or shares. Persons
At least ten of
himself." The "drink." ill those days, was most
as originally surveyed, one hundred and ten acre'-,
ful!
On all sides towered mountains of
their number obeyed the requirements of the
! large rivers in our state, made the Penobscot the j were not admitted as share-holders .simple upon
was set apart by the proprietors, in 17:id, in- iInbrilliant that the eye onl) 'avenue through which to conduct their sail- request, hut the circumstances and standing of important.
snow, white clouds
proclamation, for reasons which will hereafter lie ; first settled
minister, viz.: one hundred acres oil
UKf.tiitoPs ciiak.utki: nf ruts# setrr.icits.
could scarcely ga,•• upon them, while be- u'liinary expeditions against the border towns, ren- ; each applicant were duly considered. One of the
given, among them, all the town officers, except- : the north
end, and the remainder, on the south end.
dered this
of the country insecure, and dis- first acts which appears of record, is “that we hind
Tlio lirst settlers inherited from their fathers, a ing John Brown. Samuel Houston, Solon Stephen- to
tween them lay,
appa vnlly, dark gulfs, and heartened portion
build
a meeting-house on, and foi a grave yard
ourselves that no one shall own a right amongst u< strong religions character. Like them, a promi- son and Toiford Durham.
any attempt at its settlement.
Then did the cold re- !
land training field. In 1779, tho town having coulong, deep ravines
Massachusetts determined to dislodge the invadthat is unable to produce a certificate of good moral nent trail in its influence, was their steadfast adeluded to settle the Bov. Kbenezer lb ce, voted him
lax its hold upon the voyagers and the tem- 1 UI-UM'loN OK I'OIIl I'OWN'AI.I.. IXIHAX HOSTILITIES
character to the satisfaction of the community, and herence til enlightened religious principles. In De- ers from tier territory, and within a month, fitted a
J'KKMIXATF.l).
salary of $200. to ho increased annually, until it
perature rose to a genial warmth, so that it
of the gentlemen of whom we purchase.” A con- cember. 1,0t), before leaving Londonderry, it was out a large expedition,of forty three vessels, mount- reached
A parr of the hold and extensive plan of military
$000, and also to give up the whole lot withj tract for the land having ticeu concluded with the voted tiiat each share should pay three dollars, an- ing over three hundred guns. Upon arriving in out
seemed like a sudden ifai.-a from winter to
reserve, excepting one acre where the meeting
[ operations of Great Britain, which resulted in the! heirs of General Waldo, for liiteen hundred nually. for the lncorigement of a Gospel minis- the l!ay, a counter proclamation assured those who
summer.
I
house
•
stands, and asuiiicient ipiantitv of laud for a
apturc of Quebec, was to terminate these Indian !
A committee was
at the existing value of money, ter.'
responded to the demands of the British, that
appointed to confer upon had oath
While looking it.
nf in mountains of incursions, by establishing a fort on the banks of pounds, being
burying place. The town had no right to make
< hadwiek
was
of
a
Iiev.
John
Murand
that
unless
withminister
with
the
to
cents
an
the
imposed
acre,
[the
subject
illegal,
twenty
Joseph
: equal
this conveyance, but the vote was afterwards eonvapor before them, one of which seemed to the Penobscot waters, and* taking formal possession w »s employed to make the necessary survey. This ray, of lloothhay, one of tlie most eloquent Presby- in forty-eight hours those who had taken it did not ! firmed
a
of the proprietors under pr ■
oidignous territory. Accordingly, in the
l over hundreds ol feel above all the others, of the
lie commenced in the fall of 17t»S, hut did not com- * terian divines in New Kngland. A minister of tlie repair to the American camp, and give proper evi- I test of aby majority
minority.
spring of 17-V.*, a force of four hundred men, coin-{
until the following summer. There were same name, but. of far different tenets,the celebrated dence of a determination to adhere to the United
and whose broad white velvet! -ide appear- mam
plete
Idl
the
Governor
of
I’BKSBY I'ERIAXISM IN MAINE.
*!•
Massachusetts, in per- ; then no roads in this section, hut four years
by
SETTI.KM1-.N i‘
;
Notwithstanding mv di-appointmeut at Bang u
pre- John Murray, of Boston, was flien preaching the States, they would he regarded as traitors. In tills
ed to be extraordinarily beautiful, the vov»u
embarked from Boston for the. purpose. J
MB. IMBUE.
I stil felt a y,*ariimg tow ir N M ime and its wild -i
Point to imv doctrine of universal salvation. To distinguish dilemma, Mitchell and others obeyed the summons,
a path had been run trom Lori
iVers exclaimed, simultaneously,
book''' General Samuel Waldo, who had recently become viously Uiver,
nc»s.
and
The passing glimpse I had of Belfast vn
and designated by spotted lives.
these eminent divines, they were called by the departicipated in the battle which soon took
Georges
Previously to the revolution, M r. Willis, the learn■•See1"
A change was faking place on the proprietoi of the immense tract of land known as
The original deed bears dale, August J'.Uh, 17(D. limlive appellation of Saicatinn and Damnation place. After the disastrous defeat of our forces, no | ed historian of Portland, says “there was no part timcilly haunted me. In the fall of the same ve.-u
Hu* “Waldo Patent," accompanied the enterprise, j
surface of the, cloud alluded to
t picture of
It is engrossed on a sheet of parchment twenty- Murray. The proprietors were careful to define alternative remained for the settlers hut flight, I of New England so strongly imbued with Presby- I took a trip to Belfast by water, to examine it aud
not in any official capacity, but simply on a tour of i
The mum s and iv-i- which one was meant. "If hv the assistance of (fell. Wadsworth, the second officer ill command, terian principles, as that portion of Maine which its vicinity. I pou my second visit there, I mun
seven inches hy twenty-two.
some kind was coming to light upon II, like observation.
On tie* eleventh of May. the party!
Mr. Field there, an attorney, ui ter wards mv hrothei
and the grandfather of Henry Wadsworth Langfal ! lies between the Kennebec and. the Penobscot
a
In
dences of the grantees are a- follows: Moses; Mr. Murray, of Unnthba y” reads tlie record,
(Irmlnview
reached what is now Tliomaston, where they repainting from a dissolving
John Brown, Mathew Chambers. William minist er Should Come over to us, and Should prove low, succeeded in reaching Belfast, and shoulder- ! fact, the population at one time was nearly all in-law, ami five or -ix new settlers from North Yui
Barnet,
mainod
-'*vcral
From
l.ae
a
days.
thence, portion of! Cleiidciinin, John
:dl\ ii became more distinct, till finally a
Durham. James Gilmore, ! to tlie general Acceptance when on the Spott, and ing his pack, advised the people to proceed to Cam- Presbyterian, from the circumstance that the Scotch mouth—all very pleasant, and as many n»*w *tor
simile ol he balloon and ils leeupants lav the troops marched through the woods to the mouth Joseph Greg, Samuel Marsh, Nathaniel Martin,! Likewise Com well Beeommended from the Pres- den, where he was hound on foot. Taking some immigrants from Ireland hud taken possession of ami buildings going up. The ountry was new
|
of the Paiis<*gasavvaekeag. a river which Gov. rowBut its scenery was wild ami beautiful. Il- broad
most valuable effects, and hastily conceal- the prominent points ot that territory.” The early
iLgairist the broad white I sum of the tloat- nail's journal of the voyage, says “runs into the James McGregore, James Metiregore, Jr., William bytery or Assembly of which lie is a member, that of their
McLaughlin, James Miller, John Mitche.il. John then we Ingage to give Said minister, thirty-four ing the remainder in the woods and in wells, they I settlers of Belfast had been educated in this faith, bay, gmitle hills, its fishing aud fowling were • n
ing cloud -a shadow east by (lie sun. From Penobscot about thirty miles from Georges.” The j: Moor.
John Morrison. Joseph Morrison, Mathew i pounds, Light '’hillings and Sixpence Sterling Dol- embarked at sundown in such boats as could lie ob- and many of them “slowly and reluctantly yielded chanting. 1 at once made up my mind to make it
radiated a halo ol light in rainbow colors, "hipping met them here; and probably on the sit** :
John Steele and Alexander Stewart, all of lars. at four Shilling* and Sixpence apiece, yearly. tained, and reached Clam Cove, near Rockland, their Presbyterian usages’for tin* Congregational mv home. So 1 entered into a league of amity with
f mir city, a conference with several oi the Indians 1 Ueod,
a
circle
than
tinballoon
if
forming
larger
John Cochran and Alexander Little, Likewise a Hundred acres of Choice land ill foe early next morning. Several proceeded from there form of worship,” although then is little or no dif- Mr. Field, made a contract for the erection -t an
b« *k place
The Governor announced his future Londonderry,
sell
of Boston: John Davidson, John Gilmore. Bobert simple. Situated on the Best of the Harbour; Like- to New Hampshire. The Durham, Miller and a ference between the two sects, except in tin- form ofii r, ami returned home to settle my affair- ai
,loliey in unmistakable terms, lie told them that ! M
It was a beautiful, yet strange phenome- he liad come to build .t tort; and to make the land i
llvane, John Tufts and Alexander Wilson, all wise Cvery Proprietor Ingages to give two Days few other families remained, and returned to their of government. Presbyterianism in Maine became Billerica. Having sold my house and arranged mv
homes before the war closed. But few depreda- almost superseded at the commencement <•! tin business at Billerica, 1 took leave ot mv tri* ininon.
lint the balloon feels the rarefying Fnglish: that they should enjoy their facilities for! of W indham, a town that had been separated from1 work for Kadi ltiglit. Viz. (hie hundred and two tions had
been committed on the western side of present century, and there is not now a single ves- there, ami arrived at Belfast on tin- second day
in 17-1*2; David Hemphill, of New-! days work yearly to Said minister at their own
Londonderry,
begins hunting ami fishing, and have a free market for huryport; James McLaughlin, of Pembroke, N. 11. Cost, until we are tilde to advance his Salary in the river. But on the opposite side they found tige of the denomination within our limit'-, which .January, ISO-*, and have resided here ju*»l thirty
power of the sun, and Ii u t his can
furs;
tin*
be.
to
price
regulated by agreement. At and Bobert Patterson and William Patterson, «»('• Cash."
to mount more rapidly* s
n
h aving the
many articles gone. A party ot British marauders once contained a presbvtery of twelve flourishing eight > ears tins day.
t lie same timc.thcy were distinctly advised, tliat tlic
1 will now giw you a description of thi- v 11: i.*•
had burned the house and barn of Joseph Houston, churches. The Rev. Mr. Price wa> a Congivguloads f n beneath il.
Pepperellborough. now Saco. Several of the pro-; These sentiment* concerning religions ordinances to
commission ot any offences against the
j
at their new
revenge, the death of one of their number, who | tionalist, and many of those compelled to pay tax- and country as I found it in lso-j. There we.
people, prietors did not settle lu-rc, hut transferred their were not abandoned upon arriving
I lien came picture- of mountains, dark would be visited with the most
condign punish-! rights to their sons, or to other parties. The rep- home. During tlie lirst year, " Six sliillings Law- was killed in an affray which occurred in the vicin- 1 es towards his support, whose tenets were formed within itsjpresent limits only live old frutnnl liou-e-.
shadowy valleys and chasms, as far as the ment.
-ome log houses,one old store, and two old meeting
|at Londonderry, under the instructions of M
ivsentativos of the fiftv-two rights divided their ful on Kadi ltiglit’’ was appropriated for preach- ity with some soldiers from Camden.
1 i■ M-ciMlmg to fort Point, the (Jovernor
i"
aid reach. (hirreiils oi aii mu' in difIn 17SI, James and Robert Miller gave evidence Gregor and Morrison, the beloved ministers t that houses; and few rods north of it, on my present
com-j interest into as many first division or harbor lots,: ing, and the same amount, the year following.
five Indian wigwams. But ther* were t.-u
'arm.
their
of
or
his
t.
ferent directions, all clouds moved t. I lie m on ed erecting there the projected fortification, containing about one hundred acres each, and hav
to
subscribe
to
doctrines,
town
October
to
refused
At a special
lii, 1777>,
patriotism by affording protection lien. | town,
meeting held
the ruins of which arc now visible. It was comnew stores and houses going up, and in
part fiui-iiastwaid. and higher tip the air urrents ran
ing a shore frontage of forty rods. A highway four a vote was passed upon tlie observance of Sunday: Wadsworth and Major Burton, who had escaped 1I unite in the invitation extended for his settlement. ed.
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mother train of ears was heard, and the bal- “without any restrictions or limitations, subjects of
the business of the ordination.”
Against this had been burnt over the > ear before. The -it.interfered with their original courses. An assign- *ionly “gave a Sunday,” as ir was called, and in
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the erown of (heat Rritain." P»y the account of!
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fhe highest point reached I font earth was pe.e succeeded, and freedom from all fear of the mcncing .J Halfway Creek, which i> now within took phu-c in private houses.
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,.o in.I
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Mifdi. II. rtinl i>roc<-rJiii^ around the liarhor. No. was l»y t!i#: several towns, which were established ter described than by the following extracts from a ! tion towards the new minister rendered hi- position beautiful, even sheet of lore.-t, with a few here and
third railroad train seemed to inform j iUvoratJe inipul.-c to immigration. As the boun- { Jb, -it the mouth of Lillie Uiver, came to the share as well with a view to parochial duties, as to the petition which .lolm'Tufts and nine others addresssd unpleasant, and his services unprofitable. The os- | flier** scattering openings. The road* into tl.
of the Waldo Patent had never been accurtie- ! ..'lessor that they were in tee vicinity daries
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urn followed
about wliieh some delay took place. It has been hut upon Fast and Thanksgiving days, under a foremost, whom tiie commanders ot that force com- By settling him, they had not only became liable to of in Indian encampment. The judge and jurors,tb.
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A' live o'clock survey'd by tin* Waldo proprietors to actual pur- stream, before a single inhabitant, arrived, A vote -penal duty it was to enforce this regulation, were master. Yet, as that oatli was known to all to lie ; convey lot No. 20, upon which he had built an x- *uoor miat(■ oiii ••■rs, to.-iters and idlers, b.-side* n
oeii
surlaee of tile Ion.I
j
h:iser>. This was in 17(N.
of the proprietors passed at Londonderry.
the afternoon tin
annually cho.-en among other town officers. The compulsory—as allegiance and protection arc recip- pensive house for the times, still known a> the old ui inconsiderable number of gentlemen spectatorigers landed at
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her Jfi, 17fi‘J, granted him forty nine acres of land 1 inhabitants were formerly of one doctrine and of rocal—as that protection ceased oil the part of the parsonage house. The original intention undouhl- ii 11 arrived in open row or sail boats. This great
tiie distance of
bar walk h
Different sects or denomi- king upon the arrival of the American fleet, and as j edly was t » make the land transmissable ;i- t glebe collection wav from the m uttering settlementnear the mouth of that stream, “provided he builds j one form of worship.
mile- in an hour and 1 Tlie definition of liiis almost unpronounceable ! a saw-mill there
moil!
seveiifv-livi
by the first of September next.”1 nations were scarcely recognized as possessing any the cause in favor of which that oath was exerted j or parsonage, instead of vesting the f>v in the first the Islands, Frenchman's Buy, the Penobscot rivui
name of our river if obscure.
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may have been here temporarily during! legal existence. A minister was usually settled for appeared to your petitioners such as they could not minister, hut this should have been understood it and its Bay. Now you must not suppose there was
•-cars in the journal of (Jovernor Pownali.
already j 17GD. But no evidence exists of any permanent , life or during good behavior, and any stipulation support, without sinning against God, thev were the time of die original agreement. Mr Price wr. anythiug like fatigue or gloom, or despondence in
eiicl
Tradition affirms that it was derived from;
until the following year.
concerning his salary, or the occupation of land re- fully convinced that such oatli ought not to lay any properly sought a remedy at law, and tin inh.iU- all this, ignite otherwise. It, was a hearty, hupps
STRANGE DOINGS IN NEW HAVEN.
she natives, who, terrilied bv igit.es fatuiy or hunin- occupation
served for him, was iu the nature of a civil con- I bond on their consciences. Therefore, they readily tunfs soon perceiving the. illegality of their course, and men s meeting. Facli hud his story of disasTUB MUST SKITI.KMBN i.
us meteors, seen in a damp night on the eastern
tract. binding the town.
Until the inhabitants be- obeved the proclamation of Gen. Lovell, repaired appointed a committee to ascertain upon what ters, iiair-breath escapes and ludicrous incident*.
-Imre, where xisted a deposit ot decaying animal
From ili• New Haven < <>uri• r h
In May. 1770, tin* lirst immigration oi tin- new! came numerous, towns vvdh;
substantially parishes. with their arms to his camp, and by this means, terms lie would dissolve the contract. They ilso It was ;i hearty laugh, a good dinner, and then t<«
or vegetable matter, exclaimed to .some old hunters. ; settlers look
A parly of thirty or more re- j
place,
when the expedition came to its disgraceful end. voted to reconsider the vote, which repudiate.! on- I>usin<‘ --. There were no old men; nosv eountri.
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ghosts, or! moved their goods from Londonderry to Haverhill.
your petitioners found themselves obliged to take tituiing his salary, and to pay all arrearages. IIis re- have no old men. We were all young men.
Under an old colonial statute, no one eouhi be- to
ings on” at No. at <>t i ve si ret a, the residence spirits." Recent investigations into the Abenaki Here a gondola iloatedthem down to New buryport
The event proved ply was dignified, but firm. After alluding to th** healths hearty, and in the full flow of joyous anti
flight as early as the
• .1 Alt.
John lieecher. which have ennfound- language afford a more probable explanation. In ! where they embarked. After a long passage" in a, come a citizen, without obtaining the public- ap- that they had evacuatedtroops.
the place in just time difficulties which had occurred, and that when an eipatioii. Tin re sv is nothing of that low,iuuiovv
it the neighliorliooil, deli, it tic- police, and the Indian dialect. Pas, pos, passu signify great; crowded vessel, iliey joyfully hailed the evening’s j proval. < ibnoxious persons were liable to he warn- enough to escape that liritish vengeance which fell opposition, however unfounded, existed against a and contracted sclti-liness which disgraces the pr«
eluded every attempt ot the occupants of the ^ss, a r/an): the plural being essak ; wabi, wampi, close, which ended the wenrv week, in a harborj ed out. and upon refusal to leave, lobe ejected. The so severely on their habitations and all they left be- minister, the probability of his usefulness expires --■nl generation. Highways, hou-es ot publick sv
wamhi. it'/tite, clear,
'glare; mak- which they supposed was their destination. But it i first instance of this summary banishment from hind. Their crops were lost in the ground, and the he stated that upon receiving $27»0, and a warrantee ship, academies, school*, and publick iii*t'tutioi,house, who arc y,.r, respuctahie and intelli- ing Pass:igassawak»*ag,sha/lmkeag,
or “The great clam clear or
proved to" be in Northport, six miles belotv, and Belfast, occurred in 1777. A copy of the record is greater part of their cattle, furniture and other deed from ihe proprietors of lot No. 2b, In- would were the subject- of diseiis*ion. to which cvei
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moveable property shared one common destruction; convey to the town one. acre of land where the heart and hand were devoted. Hurcountrv audit*
or Fitly panes place for clams in shallow water, or where there was given by them.
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were women and young children, were fain to seek f cerned from further liability.
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analysis prospect,
fifty-two —ami broken I.-, pieces of li-esh coal .reasonable, in
connection with the extensive mud tint returned in the vessel. < itliers, however, were
their way through tins wilderness, beyond the I promptly accepted, and by request of flic \ot< ry a We had no parlies, political nr religious. (>fV.uirBk.x.j. Xksmitii,
and by stones, some ol tie- latter i- large as flats in our harbor, and the fact that “ltolfast clams" not so
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no Laud lias '-ecii seen to haw a reputation which extends to the interior of
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v arious places, enduring distresses painful to relate,
spair. With a hopeful heart, dames Miller and
surveyed, was given him. Mr. Price m l* | were one family with one heart. We had on
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and no bellig. retil per- our >tate? It is related that in the early days of wife, two sons and a daughter, lirst. landed, at the
throw the missile
but more painful to bear. * *
With no small the stipulated reservations, and took a dismissal in clam-chowder, our dish of lobsters, our salmon
To John Mitchell, Town Clerk.
tin plantation, dams were very abundant, and foot of the Frothliif'ham lot. On the ledge, just
sons been seen about the pn inise-, n il with- !
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.neighbors and the police. Capl (’atlin has I burlesque -lan/.a, which used to be milch repeated find refuge under a table, while their parents were aggressive acts of Great Britain, and in favor of erished circumstances, that ii mere subsistence is age of 02. To the dose of his long and useful life, I| most as plenty as water or dirt. It anv one be
sheltered ill the stone chimney corner. For many independence. In the October following the battle obtained with great difficulty. They therefore pray he continued to take a deep interest in the religious came inclined to intemperance, sv.- had a simple
himself been on the grounds and watched ! many years ago:
“< ’amden for
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Morrison was fearful of Hie Indians—that i to an art ot the ureal and Generali tourt, .-soloii stored. after a suspension of nearly six years. four large quarto volumes. He thus describes our inexplicablc. f i!i re lb re leave : to ca*ui-fs to
tinned on the roof there, but the ane troub- scold, Presbyterians emigrated to the northern dark.
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be religious,
resided on the eastern side. Their indigent
bell occasionally rings, and nobody is
ily was rigorously preserve d, and tv it u that people, remained over night. As Morrison’s land adjoined During the same year, ],t. Tolford Durham, David whom
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do not seem to have improved, as adjoining that ot Little River, is better settled dun that ;
About this lime. I> iniel Webster, who had thru
seen pulling the knob, although a -trie! look- who were Unmans, nothing existed in common. mine, we concluded to build one camp for us both. Gilmore, .folio Durham and James Miller marched circumstances
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j
There are some in town that have not had two dol- the access is extremely difficult. The terry bout is very fort t- Bangor. In old times, o r ancestor?* did not
vet, and the article published in the Courier, Like the Pilgrim Fathers, llie anniversary of whose yard on Minister's Point, being the lirst interments: of the country, many must have actually died of
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for
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and
there
no
own
curlars of their
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small, and lor horses, very incoavenient. We were consul r that the bail of a kettle is no longer when
described almost landing is observed to-day, tliev sought iii the new : in town. Davidson wenttoNewHampshire in ilie | starvation. The Indians caused some anxiety; i
a few weeks since, which
watting for a whole hour, ami thought ourselves fortu- it lays down, than when erect, and *o built th
A rency amongst us."
for the supply of ammunition was limited.
the old had’tailed to bestow,—'"seen- fall, and remained during the winter.
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more
Alter
however,
vaetly similar difficulties in one of our Con- world, what
reconstruction,
of
exact
the
the
setto
Col.
the
day
Goldthwait,
uninterrupted
stock had been furnished
Although
freedom of teligioiis worship,
of affairs prevailed, and in 1700, the came boisterous, the tide rose higher In the river, and Kphriam, and the Frankfort hills. Linking -1
necticut country towns, excited in support o! rit v for their labor,
we are certain that it. was in
commander at Fort l’ownall, for distribution to the spicious state
The General’s negro conanil tepose from persecution.” They arrived at tlement is not known,
numbered two hundred and forty-five, our horses became uuruly.
from on** of these steep and rugged ascents, K/.ek
of
its
is
observance
the latter \iew. Captain Catlin says Ions, Boston
But
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lie
to
the
1770.
inhabitants.
destitute
approproved
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loyal
ducted over two of the horses, swimming. Considerable
Sixteen
of
17IS.
in the summer
1 'l-m*t know how we can get -low u
when celebrations of the landing crown, and withheld from the people wliat was in- and ten years later it had increased to six hundred mountains rise immediately adjacent to the bank of the iel remark- -!.
to-night,
it is im xplieable. wholly inexplicable,” and
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of
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priate
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the
whom
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this
the
settleand
decade,
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npdie Captain has investigated it thoroughly.
< lendenniu, (Jregg. Melveen, Mitchell, Morrison,
those of our fathers in many particulars re- plii ation to him.
Their request was rudely de- ment progressed beyond expectation. A post-office seen in this tract of the country. The grouud interja- an-l 1 will follow on behind, and hold >»n to his tail
Nesmith and Steele, whose sons and grandsons ; lions,
and the river’s edge is cleared, not a when he is in danger of tipping over:”
Mr. Websembled. are taking place throughout tin* laud.
nied.
In 177(1. they determined upon vigor- was established, and in 17s>4, the first mail service cent between them
subsequently founded our city, “hearing of a tract
remained, and the trees lay scattered on the sur- ster related thi* ane.-dotc, during hi* visit here in
in
the
Davidson
mi the return of
spring, lie re- ous measures. Taking wliat little ammunition re- through the town commenced, a carrier passing on stump
CoNi isi K in
The New of good land aliove Haverhill called Nutfield, from
I
the
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to
be
the
1
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best
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thought
foot once a week between Castino and Wiscasett,
is;;;,.
that sume.! liis labor of clearing the land. He sowed mained, they proceeded in a body to the fort, and
the letters first in
silk hand- for a long time. In the township of Belfast Is a church. |
Orleans Picayune says the Louisiana Sav- the'iibiindanrc of chestnut and walnut trees
r.KIl’CKS.
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Soon; two bushels of winter rye. which yielded over deputed John Davidson and James Nichols to go conveying We smile at these a'yellow Those who the only one in ali the Waldo Patent. The roads be‘crew there." selected it for their residence.
kerchief.
things.
come here better, because the soil is finer, and because
ings Bank L building a large vault. Ad- aimed by olliers, they built up a town, wliieb in twenty fold. For several years, the settlers dc-1 in advance, and communicate their wants. They have noticed the tons of mail matter
F.*r over thirty years, the only public means of
that
are
daily
their
are
elsewhere.”
more carefully repaired than
“Wo told him,” said Davidson,
crops, and were refused.
upon
they
mission to it is
through large wrought honor oi' their former place ol abode, was called pendeil almost exclusively
crossing the river was by a terry. To I ford Durham
and fishing, as a means of living. I “that we were determined to have a supply, and brought into Portland for the supply of Maine, can
In 1*00, the taxes were first voted to he raised in was tin* first ferryman. He used a log canoe, which
iron doors, to which .are alii ved patent locks. Londonderry. They were generally men of middle upon hunting
were abundant, and tic : would tako it
hears
of
if
we could not get hardly realize that as late as 178ft, but one mail each Federal
and
arms
force
deer
Moose,
and
such
hy
of
in
instead
shillings. was afterwards succeeded by a gondola, or scow,
pounds
eurreney,
reached there from Boston, sometimes on foot,
These locks were put in order lately by a age: robust, persevering and adventurous;
a plentiful supply of salmon, and ! il without.
By this time ourcompany was ill sight. week
The sum of $200 was appropriated for schools, $200 sufficiently large t-> carry h >r-cs. As the countrv
suited to encounter the toils of com- river furnished
on horseback.
locksmith named Tympe. After arranging as were awell
alewives. On the day that dames Miller’s (now the ! We said, here comes our assistance, and you may and sometimes
for incidentals, and $S00 in labor for highways. became settled, additional facilities were required,
to
settlement.
hardships
new
Subjected
mencing
MISCELLANEOUS.
the fastenings on the door lie lit a candle and which would have discouraged men of less energy. Frotliingham) house was raised, dames Houston j see them. We are determined not to lie treated as
The same year, but seven horses wen* owned in and a toll bridge was built in l*ul, at tin* Narrows,
took twenty-nine salmon, which lie sold for three the two men were who came to you on this busicommenced ill 1791. The first ves- town; and but forty-one yoke of oxen.
The first lower
on the sit** of the upper bridge.
Shipbuilding
proceeded inside the vault to see how they ti„.y soon began to exert an influence extensive cents
lie
obtained ness before. He cooled down, and gave to each of
<iroeerles could not
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built
Samuel
near
tile
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the
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a
McKecn,
whole
by
Our
to-day
sel,
country
sloop,
lilted. Closing the door after him the eccen- Mini beneficial.
bridge, situate near the present on**, was completed
Fort Point. The land produced excel- us. a pound of powder, frill and Hint, and we reThe same year, the first tavern was rum MWVKItS. .It'DUK CllOSIlV'S Al'lSM N 1 UK five years afterwards, at a eo*-t of *U*,000. Alter
ot the Hon. Charles nearer than
words
bridge.
In
the
them.
upper
I.
for
etiei
tric catch <>l the lock fell, locking him in.
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and barley broth and samp, which hit-1 turned home in good spirits.” Soon atfer this, Col.
by Owen Ivelleran, in a log hut where Willias been almost noplace of emi- lent grain,
standing twenty-four years it was blown down.
He was an arbitrary, opened
Those upon the outside could render him no II. Bell, “there
ter was composed of corn broken in a mortar, boil- j Goldthwait left the country.
At the commencement of the present century, The expense of both bridges was mostly
liam ]>. White's house stands. Dr. Crooks was the
jnence, political, literary or professional, to which
defrayed
favorite
articles
were
once
at
the house of first
lie remained but a short time. Dr. the favorable position of Belfast liegan to attract
unprincipled man. Being
assistance, since it was a combination lock, men of this descent have not attained. The num- ed, and eaten with milk,
of]
physician;
by land proprietors from abroad.
in the cultivation of lias, which like Itichard Stiinpson, who lived on the lot which adOsborn succeeded him, and lit 1795, built the first the attention not only of mechanics and traders,
In 1*10, the Belfast Academy was erected, ou
and no one knew the numbers at which it ber of them, whose names have been written In food. Skilled
the potato, the Seoteh-Irish were the lirst to intro-! joins Half-way Creek, when the cattle came up at house ever erected ou Main street. It was remov- but of many educated men. who subsequently be- land given
by < apt. Kphraini McFarland. MassaIn this narrow cell, shut in by the history, is endless."
was set.
Fixing his rye ed in 1821, to make room for the Eagle Hotel, now came eminent in their profession.
dure into the country, all their clothing was night, he went out to see them.
Bohan 1*. chusetts endowed the institution with
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home-made.
upon a young cow, that was superior to any other, the American House. Dr. Osborn is said to have Field, the first lawyer who established himself here,
mile*
of land, which now forms the bovu
square
The pioneers of Londonderry first introduced the I Tin: town iNcfmnw.uTr). ijusciiiition ok ni:t.- he sail!, “That heifer is mine." The next morning introduced the first chaise here. The first provis- came in 1800, and remained until his death, in 184:1. of liiidlow, in the Aroostook 4'ountv. Tin* builddoor, the man felt as it he was buried alive.
were the
lie sent two men alter her. and never made Stiinp- ion tor schools was thirty pounds, in 1791. A The next year, Hon. William Crosby made a tour
l'AST, IllKI.AM).
'The only means by which lie could obtain potato into New England. So ignorant
ing was occupied for public worship for manv
son any restitution, although he was a poor man.
of the nature oftliis important vegetaschool house, had lieen built a few years before, ot observation through Maine, and after visiting years, and its ball was the scene of many lesti\ ibefore silted, a number of (lie probeen
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setUpon
much frightened hy the appearance of twelve Britdoor, not the twentieth ol ail inch in diame- seed-balis wore at. Iirst cooked, as the edible pro- prietor* were non-residents.
port. Another, constructed of logs, was erected at place of resilience, in an interesting autobiography afterwards.
tlers. therefore, fell all the expenses of theeonnuu- ish soldiers.
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time,
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jly and no power for taxing absentees existed. them at a distance hy their red coats, and gave the T. Patterson's. James Nesmith
the large, fair fruit, like many other igwas l'etid and noisome, and the man felt as
in,
opened the first 1840, he gives an account of the town when lie first
of their position in this reaped, im- alarm. Some of the women
sought refuge in the store in what used to lie called the village, iu 1799. became acquainted with it.
About sixty years since, the proprietors of lands
found that they bad begun Tli'o unfairness
he
they
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tor
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had
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measures
beromto
take
Fortunately
it ho would
the inhabitants
woods. The soldiers proved to he prisoners, on He had traded for a few years
“In the summer of 1801, 1 mounted my little in this vicinity, found that cither through tin* geneend foremost. Vet in ottset, it is said that pelled
previously at Little
Their petition for this
as a town.
carried with him into the vault a hammer wroim
new settle-; 111" incorporated
their way from the eastward to Boston, having ltiver.
horse, Itobin, mid took the tour of Maine, tin ar- rosity of the former owner, or tie* inattention of
the iirst pound of tea ever seen in the
"an utter
ITT;!,
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represents
the
instruto
with
them,
one
another by differbeen guarded from
after having pm-poae.
only
place
and chisel, and
Before 1791, the land now occupied by the busi- riving at the Kennebec, 1 visited the towns of (iar- his agents, manv portions of their possessions were
was rejected as unpalatable,
ment
of the (}ospnl, schools and mills." It ent individuals. A
party from Belfast conveyed ness portion of the city was mostly covered by a diner. Hallowed, Augusta, Norridgewock,, and occupied by persons who had no legal right or title
; destitution
ments he had, he proceeded to ait his way been In,iled, aiid the leaves served up as greens
Massachusetts, although them to
was promptly granted by
were
where
to
the
delivered
and
sett
ers,
Camden,
they
of
by
early
dense forest of birch and beech. Indians had their Waterville. From Wuterville, I crossed over to to them. Manv had made valuable improvements,
P.v the rapid increase
The work was slow and tedious, and
had arrived. In ...
out.
be-1 but twenty-live families
authorities, to be sent on in charge of another tile wigwams at the corner of Main ami High streets, Hambden.
I found the road from Albion to which they refuse*l to abandon. Numerous ejectand a half of incessant la- constant accessions from abroad, Londonderry
hours
two
of men.
required
and a catamount was killed there in 1785. Two Hambden merely crosstyd and causewayed.
At ment. suits were the result. Kami agents uud profor this amt various other incidents, is
authority
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and threatened.
bor. He succeeded at last, however, and was
ot
Bethel,
Tills ileltnii jou Is given by Dr. N. T. True,
years afterwards,the land where Met 'Hillock's block Hambden I put up at a Mr. Ifihhtiy's. who kept a prietors were violently denounced
thu Itev. John I., boeke, of Warren Mass., whose
\ 11111
11.n11
the
Indian
I
alive
than
dead
pldlologlsU
a
j
i,i the mi,,t distinguished
Through some friendly Indians, report reached stands was cleared, ami enough wood obtained to publick-liousu there, and devoted two days to rest In several instances, the settlers reported to armtaken, more
researches into our early historv are weit known.
now living.
i lie wonder is that he did not fciitloeate.

A D

populous, thriving and wealthy. Ii soon began to send forth colonies. Dining tin period of
twenty-live years proceeding the Revolution,
eleven distinct settlements were made by emigrants
from its limits, all of which arc now influential
and important towns.
Not the least unworthv
scion from the parent stock is our own city.
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surveying parties were frequently fired upon, and
driven away. Some of the earliest inhabitants M
Belmont, then called Greene Plantation, were
among those who appealed to this higher law.
Disguised as Indians, and armed, they attacked the
Sheriff, who had writs of ejectment for service,
wounded one of his aids, and killed the horse of
another. Several of the perpetrators were arrested
and brought to Belfast. Previously to this, Daniel
Sewall, of Hal'owell, agent of the proprietors, was
waylaid in the night, by a party of unknown men,
who beat him so severely, that his life was despaired ot. While the above prisoners were under aricst.at midnight, the discharge of musketry on
the Davistown road, over Wilson’s Hill, alarmed
the inhabitants, and a report soon gained belief,
that the “Greene Indians” were on the way to
rescue their companions, and wreak vengeance on
the friends of law and order. The alarm spread
like wild-tire, and in a short time, the whole village was in a state of excitement which amounted to
almost a panic. A military company, under the
command of < apt. Ephraim McFarland, was soon
in pursuit of the imaginary invaders, and marched
up the hill, and then—marched down again, for the
sounds suddenly ceased, and no enemy could he
found.
It was afterwards ascertained that the
alarm had been produced hv some young men, who
caused the disturbance for fun.
'I'ln affair was commemorated by one Joseph
I tollin', of Belmont, in some burlesque lines, of
which a few stanzas have been preserved.
Plod people all, both great anti small,
live ear to what 1 write,
PI! tell you where a dreadful war
l ook place the other night.
I

ltehast town, some guns did sound,
Which struck like death's alarm,
II it as uo jest, for sure ttie •* Priest,”
1 >cl call all hands to arms.
n

Arise! Arise! the Priest he crie6,
And every man prepare,
Down troin the
the Indians will
two hundred soon appear.

hill,

1 hey are so thick, our town will quick,
In ashes soon be laid,
ilive me a gan, lor they have come,
tur town tor to invade.
i.’line oat ol breath, he called “Nesmith,”
As loud as lie could bawl,
wn from ttie bill, the Indians will,
1 ome soon and slay you all.
■

As -uon as the ’Squire did hear them
lie bid his boy to rise,
He says, be sure, my trunk secure,
There a I my treasure lies.

tire.

name of the jk'trst Parish is properlv retained bv
the Unitarians.

DURING THE LAST HALF CENTURY.
In 1818, Belfast was made the
port of entry for a
collection district, extending from Bangor to Camden. In 1820, the first newspaper, called the Hancock Gazette and Penobscot Patriot, was published.
The population was then 2026.
"Within the brief space of an address, it is impossible to detail the events of the last half century.
Its history for that period; its prosperity from
1820 to 1825, when its population increased over
eight hundred; the commencement of steam navigation during the latter year: the establishment of
Waldo County in 1827: the division of the town in
1645; the opening of the telegraph in 1619; the adoption of the city charter in 185:1: the introduction
of gas in 1858; the great fire oi 1865; our progress
in schools, streets, bridges and side-walksthese,
and many other kindred and interesting subjects,;
must tie reserved for some future gleaner.
EVENTS

BELFAST IN THE REBELLION.

But while recounting the deeds of our fathers,
and remembering their labors and sacrifices, we
should not be unmindful of the sons who so recently sealed in their best blood our country’s redemption. The purposes ol this occasion would indeed
be but partly answered, if we omitted to pay at
least a passiug tribute to their memory. Out of the
eight hundred and fifty-three men with whom Belfast is credited during the four years of the rebellion, one hundred and fourteen were either killed,
died from wounds, from disease, or worse than all
perished m Rebel prisons. Forty enriched the battle field with their life blood; seven were sacrificed
at Audersonvillc and Belle Isle.
Disease made
thirty-six its victims, thirty-one died from wounds,
and the fate of one is unknown. Let the names of
Marshall, Allvn, Dickerson, Scott and others,
whose ashes find repose in their native home, as
well as of those whoso bones are buried far awav,
or still lie
whitening on distant fields, be held "in
cherished recollection.
Proudly we should remember them, for they shed a lustre on the city
which they loved to call their home!
Proudly
should we claim them as our fellow citizens, for
they died in our common cause! Mav their memories lie embalmed in our hearts, ami transmitted
to all future generations!
And when future centennial celebrations of our settlement take place,
may the story and significance of their death act as
incentives to patriotism, and he held up as unfading examples of whatever i- self-sacrificing and

couiageous!

CONCLUSION.

lames, take this trunk, and skip and jump,

And to McFarland's run,
And don’t you stop, nor give it up,
.Should all the Indians come.

!i Mac to rise, and wipe his eyes,
I hat he may see more clear,
And call all hands to our big guns,
And beat ui volunteers.”
I

Having thus imperfectly traced the early history
ciiv, and noted some of its first fluctuating
fortunes, as well as the' continued progress which
has since succeeded them, we must pause at the
threshold of a new era, in which we hope is to be
of our

worked out so many

advantages.

The

opening

of

railroad, eotemporaneously with this occasion
a felicitous coincidence.
But the tide of
impiovemeut which is swelling in every direction,
admonishes us that our enterprise must not termiour

is indeed

murder cried, some groaned and
that the earth did quake,
! he girls and boys made such a noise,
1:
elements seemed to shake,
en

cried,

sonic

here. While our sister cities are adopting
such extensive systems of communication, not
only with the far west, lint with the extreme
1
Squire limp’d round, and called for Brown,
north and east, what will he our relative position,
oiiic, tight the Indians, Come!’’
if we content ourselves with only the work that
va
1 Brown, ‘-I'd light, with all my might,
has
been already accomplished? 'We cannot ex1 only had some rum."
pect to retain our people, or to compete with the
the 'Squire, “’tis my desire,
"«■!!,
more enterprising parts of our State, if we neglect
1 •' A ill should have some rum,I
the use of those natural advantages, which others
I brand/ too, il that will do,
are so industriously applying; still more, to enltin liquors run."
hance that superiority of location, which nature
has conferred upon us. We should arouse to a
BOLL-CALL,
proper conception of our condition, and not perJohn IIusc, George Bruce,
mit those opportunities which are
• dm Angier, John
waiting for us to
Wales,
be disregarded. Wo must catch the spirit of the
John Wilson, John llara-den,
John Moore and .John Gales:
age. We must not be satisfied simply with a road
extending no farther than the limits of our own
i.
I'. Fields, and Sargent Ben Kells.
county. We must amplify and broaden the idea of
Hr ive T b n Colburn and valiant Sam Spring,
an interior.
The interior of Belfast must no lons Patterson and
White, went in for the light, ger be Burnham,
Newport, or Dexter. We must
r.
ivn s,L)urhams and Millers were all mustered in
penetrate the boundless forests of our northern
And at the sudden blast of war,
frontier. In a few years, by the powerful aid of
uese gallant men did come
forth,
the railroad, the undeveloped portion of Maine
I •■: v one rqip’d from shoulders to hip,
will 4- blossom like the rose," and there will soon
v\ dh shot-bags, horns, and so forth.
he fields of golden grain extending to the MadaI had Hubbard, who hid in a cupboard,
waska. Bet us be true to the natural resources at
cp
\ud a lew who played the hypocrite,
our command; let us determine to exert that env
d osbv and Ladd, because their limbs were
ergy which the men from Londonderry manifestbad,
ed a hundred years ago, in laying the foundations
da -urgeoiTs certificate.
of our beautiful city,—and a prospect opens, so
l : ii they wheeled their martial ranks,
grand, that even imagination hesitates to do
1 veterans every man,
scribe it!
wiping \s juire, brought up the rear,
nate
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van.

k their lives, protect their wives,
v all inarched oil to war,
-ueli a fright, took place that night
W
uv v r known before.
ltu-s now comes, without a gun,
! lull m. “he would
kill,"
k a stake, their heads to break,
Priest he cries, “Be still.”
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lsli, liii British again peroi a military station on
the lirst ol September. IS14,
k ,-ti of Castine, with a force of four
no :
flc -am*: afternoon, three naval
-ent ri-,1 rar harbor, and came to anchor on
n.
ment.
Their approach being
wu wa- thrown into a state of
i
: til, artillery were secreted in the
"f the inhabitants concealed their
I : -i" rtv. .v about sunset an ofi_
flag of truce. He inquired
ia
.-trite of the place, and was con11ii- tavc ni. now occupied by S.
ther. was met by Master Udo. •••'tile Selectmen. The officer then
th.t 'in tr.i. ps proiiosed remaining
■lay-, i-ac-ahly.it they could, forcibly
i-i
••..,! >-rdcr would he enforced, and
v
i>ai.l for, hut if a gun was
-i-tau.-e made, the town would be
1
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then nearly one thousand
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Richmond, Ya., Doc. 20.
quarter past two this morning the

Spots wood

Hotel was discovered to be on
lire on the first floor.
The flamoS spread to such an extent that
The
escape by the. stairway was cut off.
guests then commenced leaping from the
windows.
P. I\ Clark of Philadelphia,
steward of the hotel, leaped lrom the third
story window, receiving fatal injuries.
The most feartul scene of the disaster was
the appearance of Mrs. Emily Cornelius, of
Baltimore, housekeeper, at the window of
the fifth story, with one or two other ladies,
The lire company’s
screaming for help.
ladders were put up, but failed by two
stories to reach the windows, and while the
firemen were endeavoring to lengthen tiie
ladders the crying women disappeared in
the thick smoke and were lost,—the room
lighting up a moment after with the flames.
The guests lost all their clothing, and the
ladies had to walk barefoot over the snow to
places of shelter. Total loss $300,000.
Seven persons are known to have been
burned to death, among whom was Mr. II.
A. Thomas, agent of the panorama of the

!I

REV. MR. MURRAY’S LECTURE.
victory to the administration, but it is so
dearly bought that it cannot afford to be reThe lecture going people of our city have
peated. The house of our opponents is too seen and heard Adirondack
Murray. Before
weak to withstand many such shakings.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1870.
the curtain of the Hall, on Tuesday
evening,
Upon the reassembling of Congress, after stepped a square,
compact built man, easy,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
the holidays, the measure will have to paSs
selt-possesscd, and evidently at home with
-bythe fiery furnace of the house, in which, if
an audience.
Mr. Murray is a clergyman
william H. SIMPSON, we mistake not, it will receive a worse
witli the modern improvements. He wears
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
scorching than in the Senate.
a mustache, lias a touch of
style in his garSuusonirnoN Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
The impression which a careful considerwifhiu the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
ments, and that ill his eye and bearing which
ation of the whole subject must leave upon
$3.00.
bespeaks a knowledge of the world and its
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch of

lie,publican

3auntal.

candid mind is that the President has gone
ways. We make no doubt that he could
upon a hunting expedition, which may result drive a fast
nag,sight a rifle with steady nerve,
in his getting bagged himself.
a birch
paddle
against the current, broil a
Executors
and
Guardians deAdministrators,
siring their advertisements published in the Journal,
vension steak by the camp-lire, and even
DEATH OF HON. JAMES WHITE.
will please so state to the Court.
brew a very creditable punch as a
night-cap
Our venerable and esteemed fellow citizen,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
before retiring to his couch of spruce boughs.
must
state
the
Hon.
Post Office to which the paper
James White, departed this life at his
changed,
has been sent as well as to which it is to go.
Ilis chief resemblance to the Apostles uf old
residence in this city, on Saturday last. He
is that ho goes a fishing.
WS. M. Pettengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston, had suffered for a year past from the effects
and 3? Park Row, New York, are our authorized
The lecture was mainly interesting.
It
Agents
of a severe cold taken during a journey to
for procuring subscriptions and
forwarding advertisedescribed the peculiarities of what is known
ments.
Aroostook,
which
in
a
resulted
painful in- as the
49~S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay?s Building, Court St.,
Adirondack region, in Northern New
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this flammatory disorder, and finally wore out his
paper.
York—an immense tract of wild land, so
^^T. C. Evans, 10G Washington Street, is an author- life.
Although it was known that he was
ized agent of this paper.
mountainous and inaccessible that it is in its
«5“Geo, P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York, failing, anil that his remaining vital energies
will receive advertisements for this
primitive wildness to this day—so threaded
paper, at the lowest coulil not long
struggle against the destroy- with
rates. Their orders will always receive promt attenstreams, studded with lakes, and overtion.
er, still his demise at the last was unexpect^•Horace Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston,is
with trees, as to be a hunter’s paragrown
an authorized Agent for the Journal.
It does not overpass the
edly sudden.
dise. Mr. Murray has visited this region for
bounds of truth to say that the feeling of
successive summers, and published a
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
and regret is universal with our many
the colored slips attached to the paper, it is the
sympathy
only
a book relating his
form of receipt now used. For
year
ago
experiences. !i
15
instance,
May G8, people, among whom his long life of honor
means that the subscription is
paid to that date. When
a great run, because it was well written,
had
a new payment is
made, the date will be immediately and usefulness has been passed ; nor that, in
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
and told pleasant, though improbable, stories
the larger bounds of our state, where his
with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are
requested
of adventure, and the attractive life in the
to forward the sums due.
name has always been
synonymous with the
49**In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
woods. It likewise promised rcstot ed health
most scrupulous integrity, the public sorrow
which the paper is scnt.^Jr
to all invalids who should go there.
Like
is universal and sincere.
all plausible quackeries, it had its measure
SAN
Mr. White, who was the son ot Col. WilTHE SENATE.
DOMINGOJIN
ot success. Next season, tourists, sportsmen
■Since the tremendous combats of the ad- liam and Elizabeth Mitchell White, was born
and invalids crowded all appro aches to the
ministration ot Jackson over the measures at Chester, N. Ii., Sept. ,5, 171)2. He gradudid not exactly come and see
ated
at
Dartmouth College, in the class of region. They
tavored by old Hickory and denounced
by
and conquer—but they came, experienced
1818. He studied law with his brother, Wilhis opponents,
nothing has occurred like the
and went back disgusted. A meeting was
liam
White, at Belfast, and was admitted to
over
tho
for
the annexation to
tight
project
held at the hotel, as the companies came out,
the
bar of the Supreme Court, June 23, 1824.
the United States of the
negro empire of San
at which they christened themselves Murray’s
Domingo. In its final consideration it raged He was the oldest surviving member of the fools. The New fork Her aid sent a
special
Waldo bar.
ior two days and a
night, and although it
Mr. White had an inclination for the study reporter into the wilds, whose letters most
was carried
by the apparently decisive of ?>1 and
practice of political, social and business unmercifully cut up the book and the author.
to 0, yet under this
apparent strength there
economy—for the investigation of those pur- This will account for the bitterness of the
are such evil
passions and dissensions that suits which
But what can
are the source of individual and lecturer towards that paper.
the administration victory is
virtually a de- national wealth, and for the
a writer expect who lays himself open as did
of
application
feat. The resolution, as it
passed, is a fol- the soundest
principles in their operation. A Murray in that book?
lows—
It a man means to write a work which
student and disciple of Adam Smith, he
Resolved, by the Senate and House of Represenshall rival that of Sinbad the Sailor, let him
tatives o: the l nited States of America, in Congress moulded his precept and practice upon the
assembled, That the President of the United States maxims of that great master of the princi- say so. But when in these days of fact,
lie authorized to appoint three commissioners, and
of thrift and prosperity. For the attract- when fable is unfashionable, for a clergyman
also a secretary, the latter to lie versed in the
Eng- ples
lish and Spanish languages, to proceed to the island ive and
ephemeral bubbles that spring up to deliberately date that a man caught and
of St. Domingo and to such oilier places, if
any, as from time to
such commissioners
time, with promise of sudden held a deer by the tail, chased an Indian
deem
and
necessary,
may
there inquire into, ascertain and report the
he had no toleration. He believed girl’s phantom over a cataract, and did a
political
riches,
state and condition of the republic of
Dominica, the
score of other impossible things, he must exprobable number of inhabitants, and the desire and in no promises of wealth that did not have
disposition of the people of said republic to become their foundation in labor. His financial abil- pect to bo exposed and laughed at. A «neciannexed to and form part of the people of the United States; the physical, mental and moral condition ity attracted public attention, and in 1842 he men of this was tlxe assertion that lie stood
of said people, and their general condition as to ma- was
elected State Treasurer, an office that he on a mountain and dipped his hands in a
terial wealth and industrial
capacity; the resources
of the country, its mineral and agricnRural
with honor to himself and profit to the rainbow that floated over the top! We
filled,
products, the products of its waters and forests, and
for
five years, and retired with univer- thought of Baron Munchausen’s story of the
the general character of the soil; the extent and State,
proportion thereof capable of cultivation; the cli- sal expressions of regret that the provisions I traveller who n a tremendous snow storm
mate and health of the
country, its bays, harbors of the Constitution would not permit his fastened his horse to a post, and afterwards,
and rivers; its meteorological
phenomena; the
when the sno.v melted, found him hanging
debt of tlie government, its obligations, whether longer continuance in office.
luniled and ascertained and admitted, or
to a church s[ ire!
Mr. Murray draws a long
unadjustAfter
his
return
to
Mr.
enWhite
Belfast,
ed and under discussion; treaties or
engagements
but the rainbow is the longest of all.
with other Powers: the extent of boundaries and tered into a law
bow,
with
the
late
partnership
territory; what proportion is covered liv foreign Andrew T.
Palmer, which continued until
claimants, or by grants or concessions, and, generALL HAIL GEORGIA!
ally. what concessions or franchises have been Mr. Palmer’s death in 1858.
granted, with the names ol the respective grantees;
Mr. White was a Democrat ot' the old JefThe result of the late election in Georgia
and terms and conditions on which the Dominican
government may desire to lie annexed to and be- ferson and Jackson school,
llis political is most satisfactory. At the lirst election
come a part of the United
.States, as one of the Territories thereof; and such other information with principles were with him a living and abiding since the release of the State from the iron
respect to said government or its Territories as to faith, the same in adversity as in prosperity, heel of military rule, it has gone strongly
the said commissioners shall seem desirable or imand to them lie citing with all the tenacity ot Democratic. There is a majority of over
portant with reference to the future incorporation
ot said Dominican republic into the United states his
strong nature. He foresaw the late civil -10,000 in tlie State, the Legislature is three
as one of its Territories.
Sw. 2. And lie it further resolved, That said war, as the natural and inevitable result of fourths Democratic, ami six out ot seven
commissioners shall, as soon as conveniently mav the
teachings of the. prevalent political doc- Members rf Congress are 1 )emoor:i.ts Thus
lie, report to the President of the United States,
trines, and deplored the calamity which he State after State wheels into the Democratic
who shall lay their report before Congress.
Six:. .‘S. And be it further resolved. That said was
powerless to stay. In 1802 and 1801 he ranks.
commissioners shall serve without
compensation, was the Democratic candidate for
Congress
except the payment ol their expenses and the comThe lirst consignment of freight from Belfast, via
pensation of the secretary, whieii shall lie deter- in this District.
B. & At. I.. Railroad, toward the westward, was
mined by die Secretary ol State, witli the approval
Mr. White was twice married, llis first taken to Waterville on Wednesday night. It conof the President.
sisted of two barrels of clams and 12 boxes of herAs soon as this measure was before the wile was Lydia Shaw Wood, ot Winthrop,
rings. [ Bangor Whig.
and
his
second
Mrs.
Hannah
W.
on
the 21st, Mr. Sumner launched
Cushman,
Senate,
w e are informed that this shipment should
at it the licry arrows of his denunciation.
It daughter of the late Manassoh Sleeper. have gone east, and was intend for the editor
was, he said, a dangerous measure, which Five children of the first wife survive.
of the Whig. The shell fish were designed
In all the business and social relations of to iudieat' the clam-orous
committed Congress to a dance of blood,
way of the Whig
and was
with violence and infinite life, Mr. White was kindly, considerate and when it sees a chance to
our
and
length

in column.) $1.25 for three
for each subsequent insertion. A
charged as a full one.

weeks, and

fraction of

25 cents

a

traught
road,
slight
Pilgrim’s Progress.
lie was not given to idle words. the iish to contribute their
All the goods ready for delivery in the cel- discredit to the country. It had its
covering for its
origin just.
lar of the Southern Express Company was with a firm of
political jockeys in San Do- What his tongue declared, his hand was next seal ■}’ paragraph.
also destroyed. The company’s money and
Fabensand Cazneau—who se- ready to perform. He squared his acts by
safes are buried in the ruins. One incident mingo,—llaez,
the strictest rule of sight, and no bond was
duced
into
it
an
The Bell.ist,Journal grows painfully funny over
of the fire was a man appeared at one of the
aid-de-camp of Grant’s, who
a local item in our columns concerning a kicking
upper windows paralyzed by fear, who sat assumed to represent the government of the better than his word. He had “that chastity horse. [Bangor Whig,
tearing paper into small pieces and throwing United States. A licet had been sent to of honor which felt a stain like a wound.”
There was some fun, but the pain must
them out of the window till lie fell back into
But he itas gone. We shall know no more
threaten 1 layti with violence if she presumed
have been perceptible only to the Whig.
the flames.
The hotel register was found to-night and to interfere, lie charged the President with the commanding form, the venerable pres- The kicking of the horse in the columns of the
there are only six strangers not accounted interfering to procure a change of the com- ence, the kindly eye, nor behold ever again
Whig was remarkable because the horse’s
for. It is probable some of the citizens have mittee on
Relations, of which Mr. the “face that was like a benediction.” half brother usually appears there. 'Tic
Foreign
taken them to their houses.

Sumner is chairman. The measure would
PRUSSIANS. inevitable produce war, of which a sample
might l>e seen in the attempt of Spain to subLondon, Dec. 20. There is intense ex- due the Cuban patriots.
Turning to the
citement in this city consequent on the alarm- Vice
President, with much feeling, Mr. Suming intelligence that the Prussians have vir- ner continued—
tually committed an act of belligerancy that in
Sir, I call upon you, who are next to the Chief
former days of English pluck would have
been sufficient to provoke war. Six English Magistrate in place and honor, to call at once upon
the President, to repair immediately to the Executrading vessels have been sunk in the Seine tive Mansion and teli him by the authority which
by the Prussians, for the avowed purpose of you can justly command, not to follow the example
of Franklin Pierce, of James Buchanan and of Anobstructing the navigation of the river. 1 drew
Johnson; tell him not to oppress a weak and
can convey you no idea of the effect of this
humble people; tell him not to exercise the war
news on this city.
Men read it on newspapower without authority of Congress: tell him not
per bulletins and then turn away with invol- to forget that there is a grandeur in justice ami in
closed
lists
and
untary
indignation in their peace beyond anything in war. Mr. Vice Presiit
i, t.ineighboring settlements, collected
that would be dangerous to the “Peace dent, I appeal to you as you love this republic, as
Simon Wats u' .win r< HarrisonIlavfordnow eye,
you are devoted to that party which has mi recently
1
nee of a crowd of anxious spec- at any price man” if he should chance to honored
i'f.
you, to exercise your great influence to
.'>■
t
It is expected set the President
hundred men soon landed, just come along at that moment.
right on this important matter.
wharf. Preceded by General this will awaken a
the
feeling
throughout
The administration view of the matter was
a l
-and of black musicians, they
that will mark the turning point in
M iiu -tro.-t, and took possession of the country
championed by Senator Morton, of Indiana,,
Tii
id iii-.-ting-house, and the pound promotion of English public opinion, when
",t'.ii soldiers, many of whom also men will agree to sink their differences and who replied at length, and witli quite as
gtili.-id- opposite the’shipping. Gen. avenge their insulted honor.
The Times has much bitterness as the Massachusetts Senator
I- lie M Kurland house his head quara
an extra, a most unusual course,
published
had employed. He was seconded by Conkfii.
next morning, our citizens found the
and endeavors to calm the public sentiment
ig> surrounded by picket guards, who
lin, of New York, and followed in turn by
the
that
the
is
nr
by
expressing
hopes
a
without
report
ngr.-"
egress,
proper pass,
and expresses a strong convic- many of the Republican Senators, who unita- rwise the inhabitants were treated with the
exaggerated
-•
IT'Visions were liberally paid for. tion that the Prussians would not commit so ed in denunciation of
v-p'i t.
Sumner.
most -tri.-i discipline was preserved.
For vio- suicidal an act.
The people will not listen
The second day exceeded in venom the
ig -..in.- military rules, several soldiers were
to
and
to
the
with
this,
point
dispatch
n I> tl-.g?.- i. To dissuade desertion, the officers
indig- first. Mr. Sumner stated
that a naval offi•i.—-nt.-l Bclfa-t a- an island, far from the main dation, which further states that the British
Th
lower bridge was supposed to be the Vice Consul at ltoucn has presented to the cer had told him that he had seen, in Do•t
mbsoot River. In liis official report, the Prussian Commander at
Rouen, an indig- minica, choice lots staked oft’ and marked
'■r u-h Vlmirnl who commanded the fleet, states
nant and formal protest.
This is regarded
(hat i- tin- high road to Barton passed over it, possliaez, Grant, Fabens, &c. The Democrats
was deemed necessary, until the destruction here as a confirmation of the truth of the diswho spoke, Thurman, Bayard, and others,
and
the
Standard
and
was
other
at
ConservaAdams,
frigate
Hampden,
accomplish- patch,
and that when intelligence of the dispersion of tive papers have a bitter war toned article
opposed the resolution and deprecated the una
tor
:--i-m!>l»‘d for licr protection was received,
the Government either to recalling
upon
seemly personality of the debate.
<s-.
li.-r
upatinn of Belfast was not required. At
or declare itself insulted and take the
.ti of f-iiir days the troops quietly departed, sign
The consideration of the measure was conneedful
means
for
the
correction of the out'•at militia then marched in, and supposing that
tinued until after six o’clock, before a vote
ii. my w a- hound to Camden,
proceeded as far rage upon the British flag.
was reached.
Mr. Sumner’s concluding
t
bluff, when it was ascertained that their desn .!i-»n wa- farther east.
Some of these reeruits
San Domingo. The New York Herald words were—
di-r.-gard.-.l private rights as to give occasion for
T conclude as T began. I protest against this resn-p.-: ti-,1 remark that they were more rapacious correspondent at Washington writes—
olution as another stage in the drama of blood. I
Tui the n- my they eumc to c-xpel.
“When the San Domingo resolution roadiprotest against it in the name of Justice, outraged
es the House it will be championed by lien
1UI-. HON <>F TUB UNITARIAN CHURCH.
by violence; in the name of Humanity insulted; in
and
the
to
it
will
be
tiie
name of the weak trodden down; in the name
led
Butler,
opposition
\;t r lb
war. public attention became directed
Farnsworth and Hogan. A spicy debate of Peace imperiled, anil in the name of the African
ar.l. en ting a more spacious house for
by
public
whose first effort at Independence is rudely
l ie town having acquired a lot of land is expeeted ; but it is conceded that there is race,
assailed.
'a
pist-.iili.-c stands, conveyed it to the
in the House to pass it. The
enough
strength
t u-t Parish.
The vote upon the passage of the resoluupon condition of building upon land President and his friends
■
evidently count upi:
b street. a meeting-house of suitable size:
tion
was as follows—
for
orders
on
its
have
been
success,
already
one lourtli part of the galleries to the
J™ "ig
fit up the United States Steamer
Yi'AS—Messrs. Abbott, Ames, Brownlow, Cartown on Sabbath
the given to
days,
permitting
■
nan:- to erect a
town-house oil said lot, and Tennessee to carry the commissioners to San penter, Chandler, Cole, Conklin, Corbett, Cragin,
rc-klue as a town common forEdmunds, Flanagan, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin,
> ii*— ”]*.11 th<
Domingo. There is some speculation as to Howe,
'' 1
A '•bn.(ary subscription
Jlowcli, Morton, Nye, Osborn, Pomerov,
by citizens, of three
President will appoint upon the com-m.lr.-i dollars, secured tiie additiou of au ad- who the
Pool, Bantsey, Bevels, Boss. Sawyer, Scott, SherThe original idea of the President man, •Stewart, Thayer, Warner, Willey and Wilenine i.*!. and thus the public olitaineil “The mission.
.luiuon." bounded by Church, Miller and Court and Senator Morton was to appoint members liams—31.
Nays—Messrs. Casserly, MeCreerv, Morrill of
In ISls, the new meeting-house, Which is of Congress, two from, the House‘and one
II.|»
known a- the Unitarian Church, was built.
Vt., Patterson, Schurz, Stockton, Sumner, A. <}.
from the Senate. It was the intention to have Thurman
-ess t-. the
and Tipton—0.
A
-pit was then diflicuit, by reason of
two gentlemen who favored the project and
-lump- and knolls. Soon alter the dedication, the
clear
The
inference front all this is that
so
to
as
the
one
who
minori11. w hich has las'll in constant service for over
give
opposed it,
all a eeuiury. wa' procured. The ttev. William
a representation on the commission.
It Sumner will have to be considered in future
ty
t r..ihinghain was publicly installed ns
pastor, in may be, however, that the President will ap- as an enemy of the administration, and take
inly. Ism. s,,me of the members of the church
three citizens outside of politics and
»
mg ,lis~atistieiI with ins theological views, with- point
the side of Carl Schurz, who
life. At all events, the end of the bus- his place by
i.-w trom tlic Parish, and formed the
present First public
.lurregaimnat Snriety.
So that while the latter is iness is not yet, for Sumner is determined to was east out of the radical paradise for his
-*m,.‘iate.i with tiie tirst or
original I'hurrh, the I oppose it at every step.”
late doings in Missouri.
The result is a
u

■

■

■

"■

■

1

■

a

square

ENGLISH

VESSELS SUNK BY

Peace to his ashes.

that lias

The report of the trial, in New York, ol

at the time of the

membered by

our

readers.

theft, will bo
After

a

thorough

the matter lias ended in
the conviction ot Stevens, and the vindication, as the Court took occasion to say, of all
the

re-

cording our testimony to the industry and
fidelity with which the New York Herald
gathers up every item ol interesting news,
small.
Wo searched in vain the
columns of the other New York dailies to
find more than the most meagre allusion to

great

FROMJJUCKSPORT.

Correspondence

or

this trial, while the Herald gave the very
full report which we copy to-day. There is
no use in
disputing the fact that if a man
wants all the news,he must read the Herald.
Messrs. Charles Shaw .t Son, run one of the
most extensive tanneries in this part of the State
at Harllanil. It turns out 125 sides of sole leather
a day.
Messrs. John l’age ,fc Son, do a good business at tanning upper leather for home and other
markets.
Archibald Liun opens his new mill,
Tuesday night, with a grand entertainment.

ot the

Journal.

Hi CKSt'ORT, Dec. 27.

re-

legal investigation,

parties accused by him.
In this connection we cannot forbear

to ’ear, let him ’ear.”

LETTER

Shepherd S. Stevens, a former resident of
this city, for larceny, will be read with interest.
The history of the case, which we published

ears

A

compliment

to the Journal and the

ex-

tent to which it is read in this

vicinity was recently paid by a gentleman who differs widely from it in polities. lie advertised a vessel
tor

sab;, and received

at once a dozen letters

inquiry, lie says that the editor treats
polities, religion, ifco., in a peculiar vein,
but that people do like to read the paper.
We are enjoying a sort of apology tor
sleighing, if it may be called so where the
of

rocks stick up and cause the
streaks of lire behind them.

runners

to leave

The observance of Christmas is getting
and more universal with each year.

more

We had its observance by the Unitarian.
Congregational and Methodist churches, with
the accompaniment ot Christmas trees in the
The churches at North and
observed the day.
likewise
Bucksport
Last week Felicity Lodge of Masons cele-

two last named.

East

brated their installation of ollieers by a public supper at Bradley’s Ilall, at which the ()r-

[Skowhegan Reporter.

lattd Lodge were guests. Some 270 were
Hartland is a lown of large manufacturing
present, more than half of whom were ladies.
and agricultural resources, and is directly Mrs. Dr. Chase recited a
poem which was
on the line of the extension of the Belfast
highly complimented.
and Mooseliead Lake Railroad. If the road
tor a
that a
Notice lias been
is not taken

given

by

tors will labor

the Maine Central, the Direcearnestly, and wc have no

doubt

successfully, to extend it towards
Skowhegan, through the thrifty towns of
Somerset county,
Senator Drake, of Missouri, having resigned, to accept the office ot Judge of the Court

grant

Steel Factory will be asked for this winter, to work under a new patent, different
The corporation
from the Sherman process.
will be called the Damascus Steel Company.
new

The ladies of the Congregational Society
a levee at Lyceum Hall, which was not
The fact is that levees are played
a*sueccss.
held

Thu people desire food for the head
out.
of Claims, the Governor has appointed to
more than for the stomach.
the vacancy, Hon. Daniel T. Jewett. The
The Phenix Club have in rehearsal a grand
new Senator is a Maine man, a native of
to be brought out soon.
play
Pittston, and brother of lion. A. G. Jewett,
Immense draughts of smelts and tom
of this city. He formerly resided and praccods are being taken at the Bridge between
ticed law in Bangor, and removed to St.
this place and Verona. The toms are sold
Louis about fourteen years ago. lie was a
on the spot at the very reasonable rate of 2b
Democrat when he left Maine, but became a
All the dry goods and
l cents per barrel.
radical republican during the commotions ol
.shoe boxes arc in brisk demand to be tilled
j
the civil war. Mr. Jewett’s term will be
with smelts and shipped westward.
brief, as the new Legislature, in which the |
Hancock.
anti-administration party oi the State, composed of Democrats and Gratz Brown repub- 1
Ship William AVondbury, Capt. James It. llerrilicans, is in the majority, will be likely to man, of this city, from Calcutta, arrived at l’roI
choose a man of different political complex- r viiicetown. on the CaUi. with crew severely frost
ion.
I bitten.

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence

of the

INTERESTING-

TRIM

Journal.

Conviction of Shepherd S. Stevens, for
mer-Sy of Belfast, for Larceny.
A Debate on Female Suffrage-Miss Catherine
Beecher and Mrs. Livermore the Disputants
1 he trial ol' S. S. Stevens lor
tin* lap
--They Try to Right the Wrongs of Women ol bonds
—Jennie Collins’ Method of Doing the
trom(ioorgo \Y. litiekmorc, ofth
took plan; in Now York la>t w. ,We copy below a lull
l.
report ol' the
Boston, Dec. 21, 1870.
I he name ot tin' respondent i.The long anticipated discussion,
printed in
upon the
Woman’s Suffrage question, between Miss report as Samuel S. Stevens, but his ..
name is Shepherd S. Steven
Catherine Beecher and Mrs.

oily,

Same Work.

1

Mary Livermore,
[took place at Music Hall on Wednesday
evening of this week. As might have been
expected, the novelty of the affair drew together a very large and curious audience,
notwithstanding there were a great, many
other

attractions,

meetings, fairs,

in

the

wav

of

concerts and the

lectures,

Opera, in
particular

ot tin' city, on this
Miss Beecher lias long been known
as an
opponent of Woman's Sullrage, whilst
Mrs. Livermore is equally well known as one
of its most zealous
supporters. Both being

outer

parts

evening.

At to

■

From the New York Herald, Dec. j-j.
of ftii- Court of General Session*

opening

terday, the case ol 1’lie People vs. Samuel s. stev»
alia-’ Samuel Shepherd,
charged with stealing *s v...
00 worth of Beltust
Me.; city b-»., 1
from George W. Buckinore at the Astor House on o
Mth ot October, 1860, was called
Mr.
John s- 1
up.
wick and Judge Stuart represented tue accused aud W
prosecution is conducted by Assistant District Attorn
fellow*. There are a number of
lawyers and influent!
friends of the complainant and defendant from Main;d tendance, and the result of the trial will be
looked t...
word to
Interest by citizens in that State, wh. 1
the parties are well known. Mr. Fellows
opened d,
cu-. to the jury <»n
Tuesuay evening, and upon the r< 1
sembling ol tin-court >0 -’terday morning tue complain
ant, Mr. Buckmor- was examined and ei«.:?-exai»iind
at great length. Inhaving occupied the witness ->1..
for hours.
greenbacks and

1

awith

lllSToUY
Burk more

.Mr,

THE

«•;

ASK.

*

substantially that he arrived m
educated and widely celebrated wom- New \ ork on thesvvuie
l.-tli ot October, from Boston, -in.)
en, there was ot course a great desire to stopped at the Astor House with Stevens, with whom
In was slightly acquainted, In
having been informed f.y
Mr. Axel Ilayford, the Mayor of Belfast, that Steven
hear them debate this much talked of
ques- could render
him
Buckinore aid in negotiating it,
tion. Mrs. Julia Ward Howe was
bonds of the Belfast ami Moose head Railroad
present j of
Compauv
which 31 r. Ilayford was president. Mr.
Ilayford cn
on the platform, and
by special request in- trusted Buc.kmore
with tin- bonds to negotlage them u.
this
city at. eighty-seven cents on the dollar for I nit.-d
troduced the speakers in a few brief but
hap-

highly

States securities,

py remarks.
Miss Beecher

i he

day after their arrival Buckmor.

At the mention of her name, gave cheeks and drafts to Stevens amounting to$booi,
and requested him to obtain cash for them, which l.•
came quickly forward to the did, ami returned the exact amount, Mr.
Buckmorc pur
>ou besides, in his satchel, which In.
front ot the platform, and stood quietly wait- that money, and
kept under the bed in his room. They had conversationnegotiating the bond*, and on Fiiday afteruo n
ing the cessation of applause that greeted about
the defendant
nuo into Buckmore’s room -the butm
her appearance. To a large portion of the being confined to bis apartment by illness— and said
‘•illl
HANO.XO! !}' >\ 11 in SINKSS I S A 1.1, SKI I'Jo
audience she was an entire stranger, and
(T.
were
the
many
c-mnut make h-'trade go.
eye-glasses and curious
1 think 1 have g.,t u bet
ter
it
is
a
;
better
tiling
project to try.” Defendant the.,
glances levelled at her, which inilietiou she
bore with

becoming patience and grace. A
quick cursory glance showed her to be an
elderly lady, of perhaps sixty years of age,
arrayed in a simple dress of black, unextended by crinoline, and not adorned by tlounce,
furbelow

In her bare hands she
across her shoulders was thrown a rich but
plain cashmere
scarf: whilst upon her head was a nice, neat
sensible bonnet, such as our grandmothers
used to wear, and warranted to protect head
and brains against the inclemency of the
weather and sudden indispositions.
Soon
silence reigned, and every ear was strained
to catch the tirst words that should fall from
the lady’s lips. Alas ! they wore so soft and
low that none but the reporters heard. She
is credited with saying that “our great poet
has said that a soft, low voice is an excellent
thing in woman, and that she had an abundance of that excellence.” therefore she would
have to beg the indulgence ot her auditors
whilst her friend Itev. Wm. B. Wright pastor of the Berkeley street churc h—read her
address. This was of course somewhat ot
a disappointment to the assembled audience,
and a great disadvantage to Miss Beecher,
as no argument, however well
prepared, can
be so effectually read as talked.
J lie reading ot Miss Beecher's opening argument consumed a half hour, and was mainly devoted to showing that the ballot was not
the needed redress lbr woman's wrongs
•She admitted ail the "wrongs” and “inoquali
ties” as set forth by the leaders of the female
suffrage movement, lint thought the same
men
who would confer the ballot would
right those wrongs if properly appealed to.
She alluded to the increasing disinclination,
on the part of men, to
marry, and asked if
conferring the ballot on women would lore,
them to marry. She deprecated this tale ol
allairs as detrimental to the best interests of
the nation, hut attributed it to the ext rat a
ganec of women, and the customs of society,
which made it such hard work for a young
man to undertake the cares ot a famih
lirside there are more women than men, and ol
necessity many must remain single, and have
Would the Vill-tf
employment nmf supporl.
provide any better for them .1 Sue, thought
not.
After touching lightly upon the reason
why men would confer the ballot upon women, she referred to the danger of entrusting
the interests ane wealth of the nation to ihe
largo majority of ignorant and degradi d

clasped

or

some

frill.

manuscript;

women.

Mrs. Livermore, In reply, claimed the right
suffrage for women on the ground of her
intellect, ability, and superior moral character.
And in her clear, concise, and always
convincing manner, plainly demonstrated to
a Boston
audience that women imt only
needed but were perfectly capable of wielding the ballot. She thought the occasions mi
winch they had already voted showed clearlv
that they would preserve better order a: the
[tolls than <Irani's body of soldiers in New
York. On a point of economy, then, slu
would have them vote. In Wyoming Territory the influence ot women voting had been
seen and felt, and by their votes they had
changed the administration of the Territory
into the hands of the republicans, and ll.i
she thought was a good reason why tin \
should vote. Moreover, women would treat
the men better, and make better laws for
for themselves
them than they now mad
This was of course a strong plea for the. ballot. These were the main points ot lu r argument, interspersed with funny anecdotes,
laughable incidents, and sad recollections,
told in Mrs. Livermore’s bright, pleasant
way, with alternating touches ot sarcasm
Mrs. Livermore's fare hears
and pathos.
upon if the impression of genuine goodness,
whilst her whole life proclaims her an earnest. true, pun1, large-hearted, loving woman.
In her manner and speech there is a magnetism that strangely and strongly attracts any
listener, whilst her superior intellect causes
one to wonder.
Among other women --lie
seems to me a queen—grand and beautiful,
but so thoroughly kind as not to he inaccessible.
But with all the admiration for her
virtues ami graces, we don't like to see le
spur this hobby of ‘‘female suffrage” into
in
It doc-n't
such fearfully hard gallops
quite right to force women to swallow pills,
And it tin \ are
when they are not sick
sick, perhaps it would lie as well to let them
select their own physician, as to force upon
them a dose they don’t want to swallow.
Miss Beecher closed the discussion with a
plea for the more liberal culture of women,
and for the endowment of Female Colleges
and Female Schools, narrating her own experience in educating women.
Jennie Collins tells the whole truth when
she says it is the large class of working girls
It
that most need the reforms of the ballot
Mrs. Livermore or Miss Beecher would
either of them go into any shop in our large
cities and associate intimately with the gil ls
there, listening to their methods ot speech,
subjects of conversation, and to their sometimes not commendable manners, they would
he willing to admit that neither the ballot
nor the College is what they need—but home
culture, or something that shall take its place.
The majority of them want to be taught to
read, write and speak the King’s Lnglish correctly. They want to be taught that marriage is something higher than simply allording better opportunities for leisure and rich
dressing. They want to learn that there is
such a tiling as a respectable single woman.
They wait to be educated into broader, high
cr and better views upon all subjects.
They
want to be shown a little ot the bright and
It isn't
not all the dark side of the picture.
the ballot or the College they want, but less
labor, more pay, better homes and better
food. It isn’t one, hut many women, in our
large cities, that don’t have the bare necessi.ies of life. Is it reasonable to suppose tint!
a tired, overworked, half fed woman can tiiul
pleasure, comfort or a way out ot her
troubles in Mrs. Ilowe’s classic essays. 01
1'be
Mrs. Livermore’s eloquent appeals.
majority of them laugh you to scorn when
you mention the subject of woman’s rights
They want practical help conferred upon
them, not as an especial privilege, hut as a
right. The reading room established at
Boltin’s Bower by Jennie Collins seems like
I’Eltitt.
:i
step in the right direction.
of

wjv.t-' down hi.- proposition. which was that he .i
exchange t .vo doll tr fa- our-meaning stolen bonds
II*' Uuckmorei replied that he was afraid of the wti

arrangement, hut said he would consider it till the morn
nig. Tin next morning Saturday) Stevens
reappear
ami Ihtckmon peremptorily refused to entertain th
proposition. At that time they were alone in the room
and Uuekmore, being
comp-died to visit the water clos.
left the room and vis g-uir ten or fifteen minute\
pon returning Sr vens was there and remained twem
minutes, and wiien leaving said he would call aga...
After he Icit, complainant -1. *d ami bolted the doami in
lift!, while looked at his satchel ami Ihc >v -fl
that

'l'II i’! r.MNIiS ANI) MON A WKUK *.ONK.
lie saw Uie money at nine o’clock that
morning n..d
from that time till th« period he missed it in th*- alt-"
noon no person hut .Stevens was in the room; he com
inunicatod his loss to Mo* detective ot iheAstor H
Mr. Meagher, who lias >ino deceased; they went to t!
Police Fl- ad-piarter and hi- statement was taken down
in writing.
The complainant
was
subjected to
scrutinizin.
cross-examination by Mr. S< dgwlck, the most importun*
portions of which was the answers the witness gav.
'piestions propounded in reference to certain memoraii
dum iu Steven-' possession, which Duckmore believed
to be in hi* handwriting. Kuckmore could give no es
planation of them and Mr, Sedgwi k claimed that tin
were memorandums for the purchase of stolen bon iand Cv-anterfeit greenbacks.
A
-N IN-LAW-’ II
IIMONV.
‘d ir.r.'s dung, t!
-on-:.i- law of Mr.
lSuckmore, ttiHed that
-id, I in Kllsvvorth. Me., and arrest.-j
Stev< ns at iiaii.y, Id upon :: r.-jiiisition from Hovern
or l loll in an la-1 .1
o.airy, n-Up l-i ol l'Ynruury, aft* r
indictment was obtained
Steven- wan turned over
him by t he Captain ot !'.»!« -eI Ipune;
! tuck more u.n
then in Chicago. As the witn- 'S in conversation wl:
Stevens tob! him it v.->u!d be better lor him It lie rctui
ed tin property, hi
evidence was excluded,
fhe wi:
ness tiien stal' d Unit Stevens said he had nfver
thi money nor the b<aui-. The Captain ot th* Poll-,
and the witness sr.-oehed the defendant's frank .m.i
found l.ve bonds ot tlm ltd fast city issue for five hut.
dr. d dollars eaei., which Mr. I’.uekmoi -* identified
tin*
...

tii a

iiiiNii

out of his

w i;i:l

iouin

House.

.Steven* was tak
Chicago, and alt-rw .n!.- brought to .V w York n
delivered up to the authoriti. .-.
1 pon hi- cross- \ imination by Judge Stuart, the \v .t
n. -s sai-1 ih at lie
mleavored to g« t the money buck, ui
held out tm* indue, nient to the brother in law d the ucused that he would not b, prosecuted.
Mr. fellows r. s;..d the ca.-e for the ..
serving tip light to produce rebutting tcstimoin
in to*1.i

u-r

en to

nit-: o \ >i: : dk

rm: dkmn- k.

A lawyer from MaimM-'CriliD opened the a-,
the accused anti .-aid that th defence would deny th
Stevens clan destinely e:-,me into the pos-e.- = i<m ot
money and !• orn.i-, but ti.at they were delivered to t,,:
according to a multi i! -on tract. < tinsel claim- I
Mr. lluckmore made
A fcTOil V Iil'l •*!

and state,i
the cheeks
tie had b- I

Wllor.l.
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LOTH,

bat !p* would si-, v th. ,ae. used put •••tm
\h-w 1 .-rk bank, t .r w to-pie ti m ii «.•
.‘IIJ1-.-I ." 11:1 me. 1 ffi.it Pi.
pel-e. Ilf ige
finIf \ I -1.
IM;:i
nrgeW )
and
IVlUli'.r
U
slid
W.tUD
Vim.;,.
p* u
Slovens to -'.iiiii i.i N.-u Y
to m gotiati for the j
I
cliase ot -tsileu
liit-d Si
bonds, one ot whb h
Mayoi ot l ll ! av. ami aid it was good enough
him.”
Detective I'tilly \v..s tin lirst witness called t
M
Sedgwick, and testiiii d tiiat on th. <a ruing of Satm-l
liukfip.i.line
t-i
s
ami
October,
h*-ad>|iiartei
that on that morning he ga.
vuniid St, vens ft-*
in bonds to change lor him, and gave -i description
the alleged thief.
t'-m/kinoi- tohl the officer that to
tin bonds to Stevens on the steps of tin* A-t
g iv
House; Ip Jaid it. wa- all iu Ildla-t bonds; !i. could e
give the number- .-I Up in, ami aid nothing about t*
loss of money.
Dili.nr Sim.ington
r,.horded *> 11 i,•.•
Tulls
t- -t
atony.
t
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nuani’s sionv,
•Sanim l s. .-(evens, the delemlant. tin u proceeded tnarrate his account id the alfuir. fI• said alter he at
Buokmore ,i rived at the A -tor :iou- e, iu thi- eit v, .m
ing a- tlu-;, di I
rm: hki
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a
tank I ;!' and do kRuekni. rwhich he ip c dialed t 'ip V.' tonal I’ru-t C< nnpui.v
it m
utitii d t wo im u iundo
Broa ivy
which lie
"mplatn.iii' _r >• him on the 22d ot Oct..!.,
which set t .rtii m I»>mirt
that he
Luekmore) want
him to get s-‘',>•00 worth ol Lulled States bonds at lift
cents on ti.i dot;
I '....l was the agreement betw.
them.
Mr. Fellows then took tin witnes.- in hand and y
from hrn
detailed :t count >>t :‘n various oecupati.M
in which lie w.i- ngtiged. !I. w. s in bu-im-s in Alain
.ad when arrested had an
M. Louis and \V i- mo
If e denied ever going o
terest in :i-almm in Chicago.
of Linger
.•

■.

>

NAIL!:" I f IN \ <o'Ul>i iu>\,
declined .-dal ing wind her lie hit Belfast, M
-.ape '(dlicei ut the law, on
twenty ii\n years ago. :
the ground that: it might criminate him. He did i.
in tic- c..pif.d sleek to purchase *.<toh
auytliing
put
bonds,” and newr r« turned ..ny of tin- $! '..ouo t«»
1 failed t>> romp!,
owners, but was ready to do so.
with the contract to l:n to h (he bonds,' naid the <t« (■
ant.
Mr. Fellow- -1 com:.e-mi yon lor your rnora!u
AIr. Ssdgwiel. -lit doe- md pretend to moiulit'..
In-w much nmu v In- U
Mr. I llow a lo d witm
uu-w
with him when he 'n It .V o ;• an 1 im d. lined
*
The Recorder told him lie mu-t do so, and .Mr. St*
and
buir
tie
In
had
between
three
that
replied

:iad

1

1
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dollars.

This closed the ea-" for fin* defence.
.••ntuis.i .u iu<
Mr. Fellows e >H, ,| ( iiarle- r. •<
id showing the clou
chant <d tin oiv, bo i.' i*«itj
act -i o
.■
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I', ter
-dat'd that he knew Mr. Ruckniore t.
Mr
airs
md when Mr. Follow- asked what \v
thud
Mr. Sedgwick objected, amt r
ehara tm lor integrity
Recorder -u taiin -l the ohj.. t ion.
Colonel f ellows said that counsel lor the del. in
tin opening had charged Buckmon with eonmiittli
wilful purjurv, and 'm vvi-lnJ lo shew the eomplainan
character. Tho Recorder -till u»1 h«-red to bis ruling
rti«"
staling that the jury were not hound by the
of counsel, but by the testimony in the ease.
The Court then ad pun ned at a late hour till ti.
Thursday morning, when tin* ease will be summed u
1

From fhc*

particulars of
seemingly complicated
Hie

Herald, Doe. 23.

this

extraordinary

rather

at

w^re fully
reported hi m
terday's Herald, ami attracted wry general public attci
tion from a prominent feature which came out on tb
trial tin* ellort on the part of the prisoner to implicit'
.Mayor ILiyto.d, ot lielia.-d, M *.. with other respecUb
citizens of" that Ftato, iu the serious crime of which!,
was

himself

case

The re-ult

indicted

was

also

;i

gre

.i

discussion,and the verdict of the jury was an >■
lOusly looked lor, as it was
xpocted that it would !••

point

oi

one which would « xonertife Mayor Hayford unit oil
innocent parli- s from a most foul culumuy.
rin. M M.MINo

Mr.
son**-

Sedgw ick

sunmn

i-
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argument, claiming

*•!

ol NSr. 1..

h* U :uuony m a minu,.
that Ruckmoro’s cvid.
t » New ^ oi k for a u
purchase stolen bonds m.

d«monatrat< d that he came
purpo>. and that was to
counterfeit greenback
Colonel Follows tollowetl for th people, hii.I m>
I
introductory remarks facet. on -1 y *b->ivcd that w
'■ **i
the people o*l New F.iigluud were
noting tm
<■ ■! f
th.
ir
stone,bowing down before it t>* thank
tues which they derived from tie ir fa the m, a New 1 ok
criminal court was iigaged. ..••cording to the theoi ie* t
m -t* ri.
<*t tin
the defence, in iinjuiring m
1 1 tnt S'" jetv
Un people
gani/ation of the New I
New
\H
'm
it
\
ork
can
seme. o
Gotham might well
't .1 and ltungor appeal r
Mi
be sav< d, when -hall
t
■!
‘h
for
of
counsel
tin* <1.nay
Fellows then allmh
th
Mien- wa
ponderous Stuart, with thuu
tendant.
jering voice, tin able t criminal lawyer at the bar, amn
mvasti* and elo-picnt Sedgw i. k.
aisled by Hi
whe men oi
also .in oneiment oi our bar, and lo the
the east" .limi ng to the lawyers from Malm cam. t>I h
defend the prison* r in an ordinary case ot larceny
Anmlckit* s and tile FhiHistincs had come out that da>
tin u
Mr. lellow
Great, laught* r.
against I-rael,
proceeded to analyze the e\ idence, arguing that it clearly
1

•>

KSTA UI.IS1IK1

•

stkvt.ns*

*

n t

and ill strong terms commented upon tin-cours. ol th.
defence in not reading th*- deposit ions taken at their in
stance in Maine, which would have vindicated the eh.n

acter ol Mayor llayford, Mr. lluckinore. Mr. Young ai-t
other prominent citizens ot that State whoso nain*-•*
were mentioned in the course of the trial.
tiik

haio.t

Recorder llackett charged the jury upon the law amt
the tacts proved, and in conclusion also charged tin
It you beli. ve tho statements in *de !•*.
proposition
the di-lemlant that In- was employed bv Biu-kuioi* t>purchase stolen bonds, know n by him to Iium* been stolleloniou> enterprise, and
en, or oth; v wise to en gag-• in

'■>

••■v

and the bonds in
1 n >n;* other, then

...

The miuislrel entertainment at Hayford Hall,

oil1

l'fiday evening, drew out an audience Unit filled
out ot a
->in
the hail brimming lull. And they all got their
an
i
Hi
•••»•
prisoner
viji•
money’s worth, too. Certainly no foreign troupe
: a. :cipat
ever gave better satisfaction. The
ll 1 -*.l 1LTV.
jokes were good,
ration one hour, aud
having and many a sharp witticism was pointed by a local
»ui: room and rendered a verallusion. The Prussian Barber was side-splitting
»f gui.?
!
;io,v- moved lor sen- in its fun. And one of the best
burlesques we ever
saw was that
upon the Alleglianians. The hells,
Honor t.' postpone sen”r,‘
ihit Stew ns might adjust up to the fair sized dinner
variety, were the genuine
1
“i
nn pre\ ions to
entering*up- thing, but beyond that
f impri-oum m
they ran into empty hat
i!
^ l!l
n
desirous of pressing boxes and paper-covered hoop skirts, which gave
1
of lus remarks observed
i to prov. that the character no sound, but were capable of being shaken exi
M
H
xui>;^ was above rc- tensively.
We are promised another entertainment
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OKKAT PLATTL VAI LF.i
Now lor sale, tor cash or credit at low rates of interest.
These lands are near tin l ist parallel ot North Latitude,
!i
x mild an.l healthy climate, and lor grain growing
and stock raising are unequalled by any in the United

States.

.......

Convenient to market both east and west.
range from $2,5o to $10,00 per acre.

ELECTION.

Prices

GREAT INDUCEMENTS
To Settlers with limited means

Democratic Jollification in Atlanta Democratic Majority Ten Thousand.
Ati.a.vi a J fee. 21, 1 s-Tt).
I lie democrats here are
rejoicing immensely over the result of the late election. They
now claim the State
by a majority of 10,mid,
at least, on the popular vote, and live democratic' Congressmen and a majority in both
houses of the Legislature.
This county,
which usually gives a democratic majoriiv
of about 20b, increased it, at this election to
GOO. (tenerai doling, democratic nominee
for Congress in tins (the Seventh) district, is
elected by a majority of over o,mio. The
election., as a general thing, passed oil' very

2,500,000 ACRES
government lands along the road between
j
i\I» XOBi'JTKl PLATTE,
Surveyed and open for entry under the Homestead and i
j
Pre-emption laws, and can be taken by
I
ACTUAL SLITLFUS, ONLY.
An opportunity never belorc presented lor
securing
homes near a great Kail road with all the conveniences
ot an old settled country. New edition of descriptive
pamphlets with maps, now ready and sent free to all
parts oi the United States, Canada and Europe, Address.
O. F. DAVIS. Land Commissioner,
'•tn-’l
U. 1*., K. K. Co., Omaha, Neb.
liieh
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The employees of the Paper Mill superintend,.,!
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lie

of the

sworn

murderer of

statement of the
Alter reciting

tragedy.

of her troubles and of Hos-

misconduct, she relates the. incidents

night of the murder, as iollows:
i started for Augusta at 1 o’clock to get
I returned from
\ hiesset
I'ld J >1' ill (iriil'lma, whose evesiyht school hooks for my Imy.
ii
!:eai's|j»lil iia\ her.eii- 'i• 1111.■ ! !■ aci 'hut Augusta about li o’clock. Hatiin was at tea
ho pel uses all y • >-l Map.
villi i<• e .i
pei m-v er- I when 1 came from Augusta.
When became
.i e
.'s iujtlie liahit of read my ! :e
>.eyri'ratioin list. to the
shop I just spoke to him at the door.
I.
\| ll my*- wit!| III "rthml.i
ia!if- >r. l.v mi-Vboui 7 tio lie came to the fence and asked if
4s: last week tli.
Ih-pui•!lean -I iirnal was sent in
* 4
;ii
r
ii o
i': i, ! Iliad
He
y »od thiui'* inste id of ;h
got the sewing machine down ?
without examination of the :• me of tie p e
i, then went, back to his shop, without coming
anti !*■:;! he!i< tli.it "il \\
the
iMsaiir in
all in.
The next time I saw him it was a lew
lit
she pored over itseoimmis deepiv interested
minutes past nine. He came to the door just
!
alheit she su> he read S'Hili
il
'‘doctrines
j
I was going to gel into bed.
I had turned
in ihe < m-; a
tiih.-rs that she Ininlly e\p. <-ti I to s
1 threw my
rationalist, and only dm ..vered her mistake | I,In'clothes back.
wrapper over
il the nam
vvle n prompted to look
hy eone i my shoulders and unlocked the door, thinki *i r up'ii a paragraph vvhieli smacked of the earth j
ing it might be IIoswcll. The lamp was partly
11 thy
However, when III eonlessiun provoked I
turned down in the
v im lafmn
sin stout 1> maim im d ih.at. puryed j
sitting-room. As 1 opened the door Hailin said “1 have come to show
.nidi!' io'i’i-s, ii
its
f-uliar wi'K Ite
a
j
-»od newspaper.
rv
you my carpet.” 1 said, “I was just going
io bed. but will look at it." lie then stepped
Mr- bin*' I !ji-. *1 S .«rsj*.>11,
woman 71 year*
■l
!i:i" woven H10 y ard- of •arpcUng IV"m in and i closed the door, standing with my
Ho showed me the
n
>i
bbtf I** \«>v. dliJi, ln,dde''making 200 pounds |I thumb upon the latch.
"idni-m nets md weaving -Mi yards nfclolh. carpet and said, “I have gor to put it down
tins evening on my upper hall."
i then
his in addition
doiiu Ii«*r homework md
opened the door and lie went out, when Hoshmhalid.
o»g ''arc "1 a
well sprang upon him from the outside of the
!■ !,-, .plow/.ero last Satunl:i\
''H
.:l< AM
door, with a knife in his right hand, striking
i t- •aid the Morrow never eomes, but we saw him
somewhere, but 1 don’t know where;
lilies mi the street, looking as fresh as Up Parly 1 screamed “Oh!” and started to
go into the
K-i-r oi Peaeh blow notate, which are lm favorite
sitting-room. Hoswoll instantly caught me
u**.An enthusiastic ri ly speaking of the new by my hair, and struck me on the cheek with
I was standing, then, between
I'hat will be splendid. tiie kiltie.
uni ***rvi« >•, * \elahned,
the bed and the table. 1 tried to get (lie
T
v\
mall g«*( Tuesday in tniiug's paper. Monday !
knife away from hint, and got my hands cut.
night' ....Postmade; Thurlow Iris had gas ii;l n>- He then
cut me four times on the head.
1
tn
1 outside tip* boxes, and it; looks unite metrobroke his hold from my hair and lie caught
then;
at night waiting
kit an to s,-,- our merchants
me by the wrapper; I threw the wrapper oil',
to tin i: mail.... .Wat. Knowlbm is our Postmaster
and ran into the other room and fastened the
ai*s
.Phil. Sheridan was in our city Tues- floor
ii tie
;unl screamed “murder!” three times,
!u> night—In* wa a loeoinotive.Just enough
i don't know where Hatiiii went.
When lie
to
male
M*»od:»v
mow fell
good sleighing for a was struck he had the carpet under the right
: w
days... Kxhibitior, Hall of Portland talent arm, and pushed IIoswcll away with his lelt.
this evening.rin cattle in (Massachusetts are The first person I saw after the affray was
ii-ottbi* d witti u n*“W dis. as -,
Kjicc.ootie Aphtha.” Mr. Fowlcs; Mr. Halim was not in the room
He never uttered
»i>d gracious! w<- nop* t li t! uam** wont gel lien— but. a very few moments.
I* alh.HmiiP-ss men complain of an improper word or did an Improper act to
it inUsl be sun
me iti liis life, and I believe lie was as Ju>ii<>1
,udness being a little dull--they always have, ever
able and pure as a child.
we < an remember.. ...io_* jok<—for the cars
j.; »lt.»!
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BOMBARDMENT OF PARIS!

I'ln Belfast Amateur Dramatic Assm-ialion will
al liavlbrd Hall nil Friday
give an eiiterlainiin.nl
tin'
veiling, .1 aiiuary (illi, when (hey will present
moon .and the screamof
the
Honey
I leasing comedy
'i'lii' enlerlaiiimenl has
ing farce o! the Omnihiis.
which lo
tor its otijeet the raising of funds wilh
I in- I bib have
in nur city.
start a Public

The bombardment

London, Dec. s!S.
of I’aris commenced

hT,lu\ morning at sun-rise from the Saxaide. Large shells were thrown into Fori
new scenei y
gone to considerable expense ill getting
Avon, and the Fort replied. Doth parlies at
and costumes, and hope tile public will appreciate
jt
all day. Whole German line is active, and
|
I In
their motive and give them a good lioii'C.
is believed the general bombardment, so
lit
Monroe.
at"
sustained
Messrs.
hv
leading characters
<
and
Ouiinbv.
!,,ng expected, will begin this morning
Burkett, McDonald. )’<'.nniell and
The city is not touched yet.
Misses Poor and llervcy. AVe can promise our
y.

Library

citizens a pleasing entertainment. The scenery inevv and from tie hand of our arlist W. M. Hall,
and the cost it lues will tie from Boston. The entertainment will lie followed, through the winter, by
others for the same object, should Ibis prove a success.
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Herrick, at work
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the new

on

j

the Lewiston
|’y onr new mail arrangement
:t o’clock, with disEvening Journal, issued at
our city by the evenpatches to that date, will reach
is a very enterprising amt
Journal
The
mail.
ing

industrious gatherer of tlio news, both general and
dailies that
local, and one of the most interesting
IVoplc along the line of the
comes to our oltice.

pier at tliejruilroad bridge, was, by.the breaking 'if a
to appresupport, thrown Into the dock lu-caking soul ribs road, as well as in our city, will not fail
and otherwise injuring' him.
i lie the advantages from a regular reading ot it.
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Contains no LAO SULPHUR—No
SUGAR OF LEAD—Mo LITHARGE—No NITRATE OF SILVER, and is entirely free from
the Poisonous and Health-destroying Drugs used in other
Hair Preparations,
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! Ii.iis

Transparent and clear nser\>1nl,it will net -.n ;.i,
finest trbrie-—porleetly MAI 1,,'t 1,1,AN an, .,1 • |< ?
ENT
(Ipsideratums LONG
I ni;
sort.{IT
v.\n
FOUND AT LAST
It restores and prevents the Hair li -.m becoming < ir w
imparts a solt, glossy appearance, it niuvi s Damln.il'.
cool and refreshing to the head, .lin ks tin 'i- i fn
lulling oil, and restores it to a great extent ulien .am
>
turoly lost, prevents Headaches, cure:, all Ihu. -i
taueous eruptions, and unnatural lh..;.
A
A Pi i.-s
ING FOU THE II A Ik IT 1> 'fill kFs'i A I. I'M !
in tut: market.
DK. G. SMITH, Patentee, Groton .luneiion, via
;
ITopared only by 1*K()(' I l.k kk< I II UKS, .1.
Mass. The Gcnuino is put up in paum 1 bottle, ma 1lor
with
the
name
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lie
.i
u
artuT.
hn.',
it,
expressly
the glass. Ask your Druggist tor Nature'- ihu. i.
and take no other.
QTg-Unclose a ihree cent stamp, and send t«.:- ‘-in-,
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8 to
lo Washed Wool,
55 to 10
50 to 00 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 50
30 to
lo Culled Wool,
40 to Oo
20 to 00 Hides,
7 1-2 to 00
30 to
33 CulfSkins,
10 2-5 to ou
into 00 Sheep Skins,
50 toil
0 to
8 Wc od, hard,
$0.00 to uo
75 to 1.00 Wood, soft,
$1.00 to 00
l<> to
00 Dry Pollock,
4 to 5
S to 10 | Straw,
$s to 10

At

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County ot Waldo, on the secoud Tuesday of December,
A. D. 1870.
a

WHITCOMB, Administratrix ot the estate
of Ebon Whitcomb, lute of Belfast, in said
1>‘>LLY
County

fast at 12.10.
Stages will leave Belfast for Sears port and Stockton
arrival ot 5.45 P. M. Traiu from Burnham, returning
in season to connect with the 7 A. M. Train for Portland
Boston, &c.
Through Tickets to Portland and Boston are sold at
all Stations ou this line. tf2» A. 1IAYEORD, Supt.
<>u

Waldo, deceased, having presented his first ami liuul
account of Administration on said estate tor allowance.
Dry Cod.
Ordered, That tin'said Administratrix, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of thisordei to be
published three weeks successively tu the Republican
Journal printed at Belfast, that
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and ior said
County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at
Monday, Dec. u>, is;o.
IIU ITER -We quote late made line lots at 10c pet ID ; ten ol the clock belore noon, and shew cause, it any they
to buy an Kartli Closet, which is a substitut
for the
line summer and tall dairies at 3.»a :7c pi t It#; good pi im>
why the same should not be allowed.
water-closet or common privy, ami places within reach
ASA I’ll UKLOUCII, Judge.
line lots Madge; common and inferior gdagde; Western
of all, rich anil poor, In town ami in the
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fti:u), Register.
tolls gjsadoc; good Western butter g;»ag‘». choice Can id.i !
country, a pim::wM
ple means tor providing, in the home, a comfortable pri:io.Mdc; bakers' at liable per lb.
vate closet, utl'ording comfort, neatness ami health.
CHEESE—Tho common grades are not taken to an\
At
a
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the Prices $'.» to $ ij. Send for Circulars to
extent, and prices are weak. We quote line lactory at
of
on
the
second
to
do
1-'
common
Waldo,
ol
County
l-g.illc;
December
loc;
good
Tuesday
fancy datry Haldc;
in the year of our Hold A. D. 1870.
common to lair cheese at Sal le per lb.
EH (IS—There is a moderate demand lor fresh lots of
HANSON W. CREER, Executor of the estate of
-\- R A D r
Northern and Eastern Eggs at if a.lsc; but limed Eggs
Benjamin Thomas, late ot Morrill, in said County
art’ dull at dOadgc; and there is an ample stock on tin
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and linal
market; Western Eggg are plenty at dgudfc per do/.
account of Executorship on said estate tor allowance
BEANS—VVe quote choice Western hand-picked pea together with his private claim.
beans at $gdoag lig per bush ; Eastern do at $g 75; choice
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to alt
hand-picked mediums $g lg.-ig id; common pea $g gd; persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
19 DOANE ST.
common mediums $1 7d; marrow beans at $g do per bush
published three weeks successively in the Republican
POULTRY—There is a fair supply ot Turkeys and Journal, printed at Belfast,that
^ A K 'A
they
at a Promay
appear
IK; 8 T O N.
( Pickens, but no overstock of really nice birds. Common
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,within and lor said CounHoe sc aopear to be plenty, and are not likely to rule fV, on the second
lyrll
Tuesday of January next, at ten ot
very high. We quote to-day Turkeys at ggaglc for choice; the clock belore noon, and shew cause, it
any they have
iOag'Jo for good lots, and 1'alSe for common do; chickens why tin; same should not be allowed.
will bring ggaglc tor choice ones, and Plague for common
ASA
TNCLAIMED BAGGAGE!
to good; mixed lots are selling at Plague as to quality.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.d,
Register, .hvt
Hoese sell at Magic for common to choice; Ducks at
A Trunk marked S. li. CI.AKK ft CO., from the
Plaggc.
Steamer City of Itichinund, muuind In the storehouse
FRESH MEATS- B» el is in better demand, and there At a Probate Court held at
liclfaat, within uml lor the in lie]Inst. The owner in requested to prove property
is not so wide a range of prices Chicago dressed sides
(luuuly Ot Wuldo, OH the second Tuesday of December ami take tlio same away. Apply to
sell at s.ilgc per lb; and Eastern beef at about the same
A. D. lfsru,
CVKLiS I'ATTKItSO.N.
Belfast, Dec. fl, la;0.
prices. Mutton Is selling well at sal ’e for Brighton
:iw;!l
rIt 10AT, Administrator of the estate ol
dressed, and (lalOc for Eastern.
Silas ldillaway, late ol Fraukiort, in said
ol
County
Waldo, deceased, having presented his Ilnal account ol
Administration on said estate lor allowance.
the
said
That
Ordered,
Administrator ffivi notice to
-( )all persons interested by causing a
copy of this order to he
UNDKttSIGNKD GIVK NOTICK, that they
In this city, 25th, by Rev. W. O. Tjiomas, Mr. M illard published three weeks successively in the
Republican
will
X
the
petition
Legislature of Maine at its next
L. Studley of Boston, to Miss l-'lla M. Boulter, of thin Journal, printed at liclfaat, that they
may appear at a
to grant to themselves and associates an act
of
city. By the same, Moth, Mr. Silas Brown, to Miss Kmma Probate'Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said session,
for
the
manufacture of Brick and other
incorporation
J. Bust, both of tliis citv.
County, on the second Tuesday of January next at articles
in Waldo County, with such
as are usupowers
In tills city, Mr. Thuddem M. Wood, of Northport, to ten ol the clock before noon, and shew
cause, if any ally granted to simitar corporations.
Mr- Frederick A. they have, why the same should not be allowed.
Miss Eveline Jepson, of this city.
JOSKBII 15. modi:.
Prinkwater to Miss t’.irrh P. J.indscv, both td NorthASA III U 1C LOCO II Judee.
JOSH I’U L>. HO BLN SON.
A true copy. Attest —I'.. P. Piki.d,
port
•»
Ite^htei
Bangor, Osc. 2, 13/0,
jw* :ol

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH,
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR,
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR

'Earth Closet
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Till*; s<n;\«:i; of i.ii i;, oi: sfi.f-tki. i us a
I'lON. A Me Heal Treatise on tin- (Duse :.nd < :t
Dk.< i.ini:
i:i;
K\uAt'Ai'Kt) VirAi.in, Fki \:a
>«
Man, Nkkvoi » and Tiiyskai. Di.i-.ii.iia, II
1
Horn
l'
am*
Jill
oilier
diseases
iloNDUlA,
arising
mik Inuisi krt«ix
Itous ok Youth, ok
OKsSiSS ol mature years, t his is indet d a book lor
»»i
'> pages, bound in o I t
Trice only $ I .On.
man.
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:lii*l ■•iiln
roio/ii
//>. \v Inch a
*.»:
h aim
I,.;.* H,
nil*
Hi a\ vo.i 1/ ;>ci-: oils.
.-Id to 11.* u
a
lad Ih
ot t his won*.!i rlui no .1 ii u>
1
»n ,*n.»
t
.4 llook for oorv lYomaii,
holt leu
Salt
/
h
i.
^
WuM A N A N i»
I'.!.titled S F\ ,'v I, I'll YSIOI.'
Worm
r I 'nijt
ki.a i:i> ok Th v
II Idlt D1SF.Y- KS ; or, Woman
ii
*/./ t
or
Mo,
o,ol St, .....
‘Sol-K, 1
IX ! \ N<
l.in.n AI.I.Y AM' I’A I l!OI lil.ll ALIY, il'olu
Il i -I me no
:I \trai *.| natr
d.i, I pi
1i: \ it \ i. I.n.i v\
ro Oi.o Ail:, with elegant 1 i.l.t
com tun illy n
// -//■•
o.* -i
i
y .V.mn
Ui
ion page.-, bound in benililu
inks.
French chdh. prop, rti* s, winch <
t has insi.... d into h
vegit
Trice $*i.00.
U
kingdom lo
lmIoIi
the Strength a '.a ..ml" Ot the
.A Hook for IherylMMiy.
-1, hi.
I'ho.e w ho
.v
languid, slt'cple
i n.i oi
aj »•</
Flattered by the reception ol, and great demand Her, of any ot tl.. •a:'.*
o,
o'
ot
a
n.
mptoiua!
the above \ uluable and timely treatises, atui also to meet lind con\tut mg
n
.1
r* sforativ. \.,w,
up....
a gieat need ot' the present age, t lie ant her has ju -1 pul)
trial. 11 von feel Ini/, d
I, I ilitated and
,*•• ,
lislied a new book, trenting cxolu-dvoly ol
•'«<, ha\.! lre»iu *•! Had nr', m-a, th tn,*trs /**o//// in :l
I '' pp. clolli.
AND M ION TA L I> IS MASKS.
■* .md
Trice nun niitg, ire. juLar
tom/m <■* of, ,1, >..u u
:
t
ki:i:
on receipt ot $
lor the Other two
$100,or sunt
ail tie ring trom 'Tor/dd / r. /• or
Till. ■n*,l>
In n,:.i
books, postage paid.
Cases (■: "l.inr Complaint'* only a part of th.-..
\i..;
These are, beyond all comparison, I fie most extraordi- toms arc experienced.
\
a reined v fo.a!|*<uch
ea-.'
nary works on Thysiology over pubiiind.
There is I >r. Pierce's < olden Midi -at I'oo'urv I -i- ...» .jil;,j>h,
nothing whatever that toe Makkikd ok Sink i.k, of effect perfect cures, leaving 'lie iiv, sf ,n/th> ,/
KmiKi: Skx, can either require pr wish to know, t»ut health,/, l or the cure ol 11 .1*itu.t i < .u*t
Ip ,f ion of "
what is fully explained, and many matters of the most I'owels it is a ne\er tailing n uiedv. and thorn who ha
and
clmraeler
are
introduced
to
used
if
for
this
are
Ion
I
a
interesting
it pi
important,
/. ,' ,.
purpose
i
which no allusion even can be found in any other woiks •'iti.il. Throat and ''no/ Dd, /,v. it hits produced mu
in our language. AlltheNiiu Di-o ovmkiku of tin au- truly remarkable cure.-, win rt ottier ine.itein.
ha.I i,
thor, whose experience is such as probably never before «•<:. Sold hy druggixls at 5 l.onjH r ti-lih
1‘i.puie.t
fell to the lot of any man, are given in Iui 1. Nio person tie Chemical l.aborator\ <.t
should be witlunit those valuable books.
dmoslt
R. \. 1’11'JiCi:, M. IItuHaio, \ V.
Va t.n A i-.t.K Hooks.— Wc have received the valuable
medical works published by the Tcabody Medical Institute. These books are ol actual merit, and should find
Tin y are not the
a place in every intelligent lamily.
cheap order ot abominable trash, published by in ,pon
sible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, bu«.
I
K l. S
are written by u responsible professional gentleman ot
eminence,as ji source of instruction on vital matters,
lamentable
which
exist
Th* im
concerning
ignorance
portaut subjects presented are treated with delicaey,
ability, and care, and, as an appendix, many useful proscriptions for prevailing complaints are added.
He publican, Lancaster, A\ //.
“The author ot these books is one of the most learned Imv-||»< lus.
llea.l, Kin**wonn-, l leer* Kuril*, .salt
and popular physicians of the day, and is entitled t<> the Piu um,
Chdihlains, tScalds, Pimples,
K«’.>sf..i
gratitude ot our race lor these Invaluable productions, I imiRs, nil.lined K>es, Piles, and all
Kruptioiis .«l lhto
be
bis
atm
seems
to
it
induce men and women to >*.v,n. A No tfood for Seratehes on
horses.
avoid the came of those distunes to which tin y are sub'do it,
Warranted to Cure or
ject, and be tells them just, bow and when
Refunded.
Chronicle, Far mini/ton, Art line, Sept. 7, I.siio.
I "i- sale R;> all I >ni^i*ts and
Kit her book sent by mail on receipt ot price.
country store*.
E
IT
H
I PSK PI.I,,
Tlie Author of theabov c named in dical works
N. II.
ProprietorItuugor, Me.
(ioodwin & Co., Wholesale Air* nts, :t.s ||„no\er
is tlie Chief Consulting Physician of the 1* body M:diPrice
cent* per Ilox.
l\rj|
eal Institute, and is so constantly employed in consulta- Street, Poston, Mass.
tion with invalids from all parts ot the country, that be
has no time to utteud to mere hu.siu»ss details.
I here
fore ail letters should be uddressd to tin* PLAltODY
MKDICAL INSTITUTK, or Dr. \V. II. PA UK Kll. the
Medical Assistant of the Au’hor, and bis llu.dncss r
All K SP liSCKIIMOU OKKK.US KOI: f: E: N T Pill.;
Agent, who, as well as tlie Author himself, in:i> l.e eon1 very desirable store now oe.-iipuiti by hiniseli. It o
suited on all diseases requiring skill, seen v uol exituated'on the square within a li \\ rods ot the liailioait
perience.
Depot, and is "ell adapt* >1 for any wholesale or retail
ISVlol Aina: Sk» iria \ \njj Ci >. I \|\ K;
n |
tm-iiiess. Pos*«-sion Kiveu .tan. 1st. Apply t«i
lyrll
Ih lla't, Dec. I : 1*0».
dvr:
8. 8. LKWlJJ*
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Philo Chase, K->j., ot' New York, is in our eitv,
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T T
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with the hand.
Administration, by the turn of twenty-nine thousand
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a ill i-hilliou- remedy there i, in this
Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy said debts, and
uiintry.
!.
i- 'l.e'e .1,1
"ii. I.‘seondiiV-.il i:i. ! I'l.
incidental charges, ami charges of administration.
a
It'll
ill.;
ua ..ill- w ,1 ll d,
l.:.n,
SI .ecu reward i- o lie is at by the prop riel or of Dr.
•
II:
liakilil
.-I ; !- :tl.|- :1a'
mo -ill. I--- will!.
WM. TRKAT, Kxecutor.
Pierces Alt. Mxt. or loddcii Alediial I iiseo\ er\
t.r.ni -Ii i.t Il.l--.
of th
a
M P.ii
n
in
U
m
hull diive-.i. u
for a medicine that will eipial it lor It.lire of aft At a Co rt of Probate, held at
Belfast, within and lor the
11.
llm! an
on- e.»n li
s■
;iii-’-1. i- .i.l ek a
the diseases fur which it is in oiiinnunl o 1. among
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol December cities,
I- u ..I I.. .a
;...
w il!.. a
"i» nil ilm.
A. 1). 1870.
whieli are "ilillionsiiess," or 'iii\:er Complaint."
•Jill .a I.
.!
ti.
im.en, .M.
roiistipated bowels, impure lilood, Scrofulous dis.k ■■!!'-• i,
ipi.i,
eases, Irruptions, Pimple*, blotches, IIoils and se!'.
C
L--;:
!
if.
a copy ot said petition, with this order
GEORGE L. GL OJj //114
vere and lingering Coughs, bronchitis.
thereon,
Consump- causing
to
be
three
weeks
in
the
published
tion in its early stages and nervous and general desuccessively
Republilyr lOsp
can Journal, a paper printed at
Belfast, that they may
bility. Sold by druggists.
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
From Hie Steady, Firm, and Regular Heat of Hie odice in Belfast aforesaid, on tlie second Tuesday ol
next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew
Heart, replacing interrupted and feeble action of January
it any they have, why the same should not be
that organ, demonstrated in a variety of eases, cause,
ASA TilURLOL’CII, Judge.
granted.
STOCKHOLDERS OF TIIE l’ENOBSCOT
rpiUC
fellows" Compound Syrup of llypophosphites is
A true copy. Attest—IS. P. Field, Register. ;iw 1
JL Bay mill River Railroad Company arc hereby notiknown to exert a powerful tonic e'lfeet on the musfied that the Annual Meeting of said Company will be
cles of the Heart.
holden at the Court iff 011*0 in Belfast, on Monday,
To the Honorable Judge ol Probate for the County of Jau.
8th, 1871, at lo o'clock A. M., for the election of
V liKTTEK Toxir TUAN Quinine,
Waldo:
Calisaya
Directors and for the purpose of transacting uny other
bark of the primest qualify is a prominent ingrediK undersigned guardian ol MANLY
business
legally coming before said meeting.
and
OTIS
II.,
ent ol Plantation Hitters. With if are combined r|Hl
H. HAKRIMAN, Secretary.
JL H. PKNDLKTON. minor heirs ol Sophroniu S,
the juices ami extracts of a vaViety of aperient, an- Pendleton, late of Northport, in said County, deceased,
Stockton, Dec. 24, 1870.
Camden Herald please copy
tispasmodic and antiseptic vegetable substances, respectfullyof represents that said minors are seized and
certain real estate, situated in Northport,
and those properties are conserved and rciuicvd possessed
ditlusil.de by the pure spirit of the sugar-cane—(he consisting ot the Homestead of said deceased, that an
oiler ot fifty dollar.; !•:»* been made by
THE FEATHER
most genial and harmless of all stimulants; hut advantageous
Kxeelsior Lodge of F. N: A. M. ot said
Northport, lor
tins inestimable bark is, after all, the most import- said real estate,
which offer it is lor the interest of all
ant medical agent contained in the Hitters.
concerned immediately fo accept, the proceeds thereof to
I
in the various complaints for which quinine is be put out on iuterest for the boueiit ot said minors,
IS IN OPERATION NEAR THE POST OFFK I..
WiiKKEi mil your petitioner pray your honor to
prescribed, Plantation Hitters may jie given with
grant
A. H». It R A A.
the certainty of producing all the good effects claim- him a license to sell ami convey said real estate ol said Orders may be left with
4\v2'»*
Belfast, Dec. 28.
ed by the faculty to result from the use of that dan- minors, to said Lodge for said sum.
JOB F. PKNDLKTON
gerous alkaloid, wit hout the fear of any subsequent
evil consequences. Tic entire harmlessness of tin*. At a Court ol Probate held at
Belfast. within and for tie ^
Hitters is guaranteed; the testimony on this point
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot Dctviubei
from the highest sources, being conclusive.
A. D. 1870.
I'pon the loregoing Petition, Ordered, That ‘.lie petiAfrican Wines.
If is not, generally known
tioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a
that Cape Colony produces the most delicious
copy of said petition, with this order tin icon, to La;
wines grown on the lace ot the earth. A cargo republished three weeks successively in the Republican
ceived as a remit lance by our neighbors l>r. J.
Journal, a pap ir printed at Bellast, that tin v may apOi>I<:N TO IiU1 iNI r AM !
Ayer A Co. contains several varieties raised there, pear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate Olliee
which
the
aforesaid, on the second Tuesday ot January On ami after Monday, Doe. 2i'», lsro, trains will run beConsfaueia
commands
the
high- in Belfast
among
a!
fen
o’clock
in the forenoon, and shew cause, it
tween Belfast and Burnham as follows :
est price of any wine in the world.
Almost the en- next,
tire crop of it is consumed in the palaces of Europe, any they have, why the same should not he granted.
Leave Belfast," A. M.; City Point, 7.12 A. M.; Brooks
A8A TUUKLOUCili, Judge.
7.17 A.M.; Thorndike, *.20 A. M.; Uuity, 8.21 A.M.;
this rare exc-ptiou being sent to them in exchange
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register.
;uvTf
for their medicines, which have long been the staBurnham, Ar. 0A.M.; Mixed, l,4u P. M.’, l.:»«i P. M.,
2.17 P. M.; 3.34 P. M.; 1.5U P. M.; 4.3 ) P. M.; Leave
ple remedies of South Africa. [Koston Journal.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witiinand for the Burnham, 5.45 P. M.; Unity, 0.11 P. M.; Thorndike, 0.22
1 ino2!
County of Waldo, on th second Tuesday of December P. M.; Brooks, 0,54 P. M.; City Point, 7.20 P.M.; Belfast
7.38 P. M.; Mixed, 0.30 A. M.; 10.10 A. M.; 10.2* A. M.;
A. D. 1870.
11.08 A. M.; 11.50 A. M.; 12.H P. M.
I>AC1IEH D. SAWV lilt, widow of John (i. sawyer,
ueiii i»r pities mtiSEKT.
Passenger Train leaving Belfast at 7 A. M connects
1. V late ot' Montviile, in .said County of Wn.do, de* •< •KUKCTKl) WKKK1.Y FOK T1IK JOI
KNAI..
ceased, having presented a petition that A mos W. Sprowl with Trains on Maine Central Railroad at Burnham ter
may be appointed Administrator on suit: deceased’s es- Portland, Boston, and all Stations west of Burnham, on
IJKU'Asi, Wednesday, l)i-e. 'js, isru.
Maine Central and Portland and Kennebec Railroads.
tate.
Mixed Train leaving Belfast at 1.40, connects with
Hour,
$7.00 to 11.00 Hound (log,
10 to 11
Ordered, That the said Uachel give notice to all perTrain
on Maine Central Railroad for Augusta and Skow
Corn Meal,
sons
1.05 to 0.00 Clear Salt Cork,
interested
to
25
of
a
t.ils
order
to
$21
by causing copy
be
1.25 to 0.00 Mutton per 11*,
0 to h published three weeks successively in the Republican began, and with Train going East for Bangor and all
ltye Aieai,
Stations on Maine Central & European & North Ameri1.00 to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
8 to 10 Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
ltye,
100 to 105 Turkeys,per lb,
20to 22 Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast, within and lor said can Railroads.
Corn,
Trains o'er Maine Central Railroad leaving Bangor at
05 to 70 Chickens, per lb
14 to 17 County, on the secoud Tuesday of January next, at
Bailey,
7.30 A. M., and Traiu over Portland and Kennebec Rail
2.00 to 2.50 Ducks, per lb,
ten of the clock belore noon, and whew cause, if any
Beans,
20 to oo
they
Marrowfat Peas,1.00 to 1.25 Geese,
15 to is have, why the prayer ot said petition should not be road (going East) leaving Augusta at (i A. M., arrive at
Burnham in season to connect with Mixed Train over
55 to Oo Day per ton,
Oats,
ASA TUURLOUU1I. Judge.
$18 to 20 granted.
New Potatoes,
85 to 01 Lime,
A true copy. Attest—-H. P. Eihi.n, Register.
$1.25 to 00
i Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad, uri’ving at Bel3\V'I

of the late hundred
a pair of centennial chickens
Tln-v were certainly in.titled

Tlmrsuay

ea ins hand.-, before l.-.ig.
*.ri'h
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to ph \e ir.y i!ir-.-,-tm di a..
itire. ia
pt. nt .-oti.e a-. v In re a 1
print
t
II
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Promenade Concert

in the "JLeitnre
of the
this city next Sabbath, at 2 P. JI.
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S*««T OF BELF IST.
Dec 28.
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ASK FOB DR. CLARKE’S SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
And take no other. See that the portrait 01 Or. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No othe r is genuine.
They arepuerly vegetable and will not iutoxicate. tlsp

Obituary uofiecs, beyond the date, name and age,must Pastor. Subject:
be pa id for. ]
“THE UNCERTAINTIES OF THE FUTURE.”
In North Scarsinont, Oct. 10, ol consumption, Asa
04irSeats Free, The public are invited.
Thompson, aged 13 years, 7 months. Also Lucy B.,
daughter ol Asa and Sarah Thompson aged 2 years and |
/>/?. sr nrxcx a/> vir>:v; r«>v.-m ». /•'/•/r/-.v- r>>
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RELIGIOUS SERVICES HELD i
1
Baptist Church in
preaching by the I

_DIED._

j

GRAND BALL

SERVICED !
I)ELIGIOV»
V
THERE WILL BE
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Bailey Crossing, in Knox. The conappear, and that night the Philistines
S 0 £ S.
made oil with the corn, and .scooped out the ilour, quietly.
Kolloms fastened with a screw w ire. Superior to sewed
•1, K. ISryant, a noted republican faetionist
or
pegged.
judiciously leaving the barrel, which lnigln be
of this State, who has been a thorn in the
Kverv pair warranteil not to rij».
identified.
side of the republican party here for the hist
1 OK SALE 15Y ALL DF.ALFKS.
Int M
F. Barnes, of Portland, will
.Mi'. <
give a Prom- two years, was badly defeated in Richmond
enade Concert and Ball, at llayford Hall, on the county for the Legislature.
t'ltii. Mr. I., lias lor some time past been
engaged FIVE DEMOCRATS AMD TWO KEPIT.I.K AN-.
SANFORD S
in instructing classes of pupils in
Portland, in new
ELECTED Tl) COXORKSS.
and graceful dances. A class of young ladies who
Apousta, Dec. 'J!, 3M71),
have acquired them fully, will lie
present, giving
Sullicicnt
returns
from all sections of the
all who attend an opportunity to see the dunces in
State have been received to show that Haill their perfection. Raymond's Portland
Quadrille state lias
WINTER ARRANGEMENT!
gone largely democratic, and it is
Baud will accompany the party. Sen advertisement
tolerably certain that the following demoI'1 A II 10
11 10 L) U O 10 i) ! !
crats have been elected to Congress:
The Baptist Society have purchased for a
parFirst District—W. \V. 1‘aine, to the Forty
sonage the house on High street recently owned
THE STEAMER
and occupied bv Capt. Aaron Pendleton. Cnnsid- i first Congress: A.,). Meintire, to the Forty
second.
K
■
A
T A I i 1) 1 N ,
ring the very large sum just expended in remodelThird District— L. A Cooker, to the Foring the clnireli edifice, and the means of the socicCapt. H. S. RICH
ty-second.
!y. tlii- expenditure is very liberal indeed.
Sixth District-William 1'. Price, to the I Win leave BKLFAST for BOSTON every Monday at
o'clock J\ M., making
Ml
Hannah Higgins, of Belmont, a widow Forty-first and the Forty-second.
One Trip per Week through the Winter.
Seventh
District—P. M. Ii. Young, to the UKTlittNINii -Will |.-avc
lady living alone, was found dead in her lied on
BOSTON every Thursday
and the Forty-second.
at 1 o'clock 1'. M.
l uesday. Coroner Poor, of this
city, held an in- Forty-iirst
I lie Second and Fourth districts are doubtFARE
TO
BOSTON,
$2.50.
■-(,
and
found that she died from natural cause.
pi
ful.
It is thought they have gone republi<f*. WKI.I.M. Audit.
lire.
ik:u,
tia-t
llcUhst,
1!',
A
the freight train with several platform ears can, but il will take an oflieial count to dei" "l.' l with
It i- believed, however, that (lilt,
hay, was coming in on Wednesday, cide.
lie of the cats ot
PROBATE NOTICES.
hay took lire, and before it could democrat, is elected.
The democrats have elected three-fourths
b" separated live tons \tf re burned mil Hie
ear
f"tite llonoraMe Judge o( Probate lbr the County of
damaged II belonged to Michael Chase, of Brooks. ol the members <>f the le gislatin' -.
signee del

male re r
1

Don’t forget the night.

road,

i faking
a, aiu-! hit lire tle! w i; Ji iiiler-Ioekeii
ii •if.; is put in.
I.
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able business may lie done.

there are more
that region now
lea-t eight wars.
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h him
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ill.I
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road track, with a view to cutting and shipping ice.
The facilities for the business are first rate, the ire
will be of a superior quality,’and with]t!ie advantage
of shipping at our port, it is believed that a profit-

way.
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Mr. l’itman, of Bangor, Col. Wildes,
Capt. ii. II.
irerriin to and others, have bought a large portion
of tile shore of Unity Pond, bordering on (lie rail-

oil
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business.
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Fairfield.
In Canastova, N. \
Nor. 30, at the residence of Dr.
V. \Y\ .Mason, by Rev. ii. G. Benedict, Rev. Henry M.
Dodd of Manlius, N, 1.. to Miss Ella \V. Allen, formerly ol Great Barrington, Mass.
cards.
In Waldoboro, cist inst., by Isaac Rccd, Mr. Gorham
Creamer, to Mrs. Margaret M. Wallace, both of W.
.,

1
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9 mill 12! 13 14 15
115 10 17 is
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We hope those who stayed away thinking this affair would lie dull, will be on baud at the next cele-

fertile
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tMving to some ilaw in the programme, none of
.mu. ui
Imu- «
r.aiivl at the original settlers were on hand at our Centennial I
i
iite-1 his angry f- lings in
n
k ninn*!' f -loii*( \ anf t,*r celebration Iasi week; however, it was a success
•_
in’.ui | \i-h »ler barring this oversight. ‘‘Times are'ut as the use to
was" when you could buy a cord of wood for s
'I
::lii. in Itoeulaml, Cents, while now a bunch of white wood tooth
‘ii'fiii
..u.-uinc.l hv lir*• picks costs 10 cents. The occasion iva- a very
l
pleasant one, and the audience were unanimous in
»
of i.i.1 a >\ I febriiles
voting to all be present at the next one, which will
In \\ i!ei of the s >iilh
take place on Wednesday evening Dec. 1-lth, WTO.
ah <‘<ii mi.-,
I no mortal
I

V:Ll

pecially,

and experience in this state has shown that
there is scarcely any limit to the business, olden
from unexpected sources, to which a railroad may
give rise. AVc arc among those who believe that
tiiis road will in a brief time draw to itself a pay-

ii. < ie-n.-k, the
jitn | the l hgltsli

«

"■

■i«n

g

road,

GENERALITIES.
■

I

The amount of travel and freight thus
far has been very satisfactory, and of the latter, esthere is more offering than the present
rolling stock can transport. 11 takes time and
careful management to develope the business of a

into

an

regular

present.

Sedgwick,

’V

M

}*|

passenger and freight trains commenced running on our railroad on Monday, and
will continue on the published time table for the

t iL.
hi.- Honor named the
ol ttie term to hear an
argument upon a motion
cat ot
•Ml* Who *'ii out on I»;»i’ was then taken

! ||1|||lllllill
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of the kind.
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In North llaven, Dec. 18,at the residence of the bride’s1
Eleazer Crabtree, Mr. George E. Carver and
Miss Martha E. Joyce, both of North Haven.
In Unity, Dec. 15, by Rev. C, E. Rnowlton, Mr. Wil- :
liam II. Reynolds, to Miss Mary E. Nichols both of

H father, by
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“SPOKEN."

THE 8IAMESE TWINS.

Xo ship we hailed;
Till all the son seemed bound in spell,
Aud silence sounded like a knell.

Vt Inst, just when the bells and lights
i'ol.I seventh day.
And dawn grew clear—in sudden flights.
White sails away
To east, like birds, went spreading slow
1'licir wings, which reddened in the glow.

No more we count the bells, the lights :
We laugh for joy;
The trumpets, with their brazen mights.
< ill.
"Ship ahov!"
U
hold each other's hands : our cheeks
Are wet with tears: but no one speaks.

blazing spire.

faint "Ahoy!” then all in vain
We look. We are alone again.
1 have forgotten bells and lights.
And waves which drank
i beir jewels up. Those davs and
nights
W hicli rose and sank
Have turned, like other pasts, aud lied,
And carried with them all their dead.

*

**'*'’**+

*

•Milting by hours thy davs aud nights

In weariness.
•
a:lent soul', on godlike
height< if
loneliness,
1 p.i-sed thee by.
Tears tilled our eyes;
I be loud winds mocked, and drowned our
cries.
I be hours go
with bells and lights.
by,
We sail. we drill;
”"r -ouls in
changing tusks and rites
Kind work and shrift.
I:
this i pray, and praying kuow.
I
both almost to jov can grow—
hat. hour b\ hour, the bells, the lights.
11! sound, of flame.
me spell which ceaselessly
recites
•
thee, a name;
\ ml smiles, which thou canst not
forget,
I'"f thee are suns which never sets.
l

NEVER_AGAIN.
V

again, warmed against his kind lips.
hall mine rind rest.

111-

again my bashful hands stml I he

in-

"lil

I

"ii

his breast.

vi-r Spain shall ra h
1 love thee beat”—

■'

repeat

to

each,

Never again.
tn.l
II

ti
w

l I eannot
ill he so.

bring

my heart to feel

1 trough that abyss, hod is too great to doom
I’our me to go.
er again:There was no drop ho black
In all Christ's woe.

No

mi-tinn
1 think lie eannot understand
Wlni! love I bore.
I wrapped him in’t as wraps tlit- eternal sea
t in- shitting shore.
Mv 1ii\* was like hod's love—I love him onee
\ mi evermore.
■

N

again:
fake, take

(treat hod! to thee 1 turn,
me buek:
tow my poor wandering feet the proper
way,
I'll" beaten traek.
s' no again to roam where love
grows void,
A nd hope grows blacker

s'ever again!
A
ilm

Fortune Teller’s Trials.

good people of Bridgeport have for
ne days been excited over the ease of a
loruiin-teiler or medium, or something of the
■o'. b\ the name of Lottie
Fowler, who had
am
iip; her customers a dozen girls employed
tii" work- of the I'nion Metallic
Cartridge
<
omp.iny. Her fees were §1. She told one
l these
that
the
attached
to
girls
building,
tin- laelory, where the fulminate was
prepared. would blow up, within four days, and
that one person would be hurt—or killed—
ac lon’t know which.
This frightened the
.i iemployed there, and they did not return
i" 1b" -bop
Superintendent Hobbs, eurag•• I
ai the fortune-teller, sent
policemen to
0
iglit.cn her out of town as an impostor, and
Icmaiid the repayment of the fees she had
i.
"ived front the girls. She paid back the
money : and the explosion actually occurred,
killing, one of the workmen. This verification of the fortune-teller’s prediction
greatly
strengthened her position, and her local fame
further increased by a number of other curi'•ustc-:the disclosure of the guilty parties
1
tii.- c:tM‘ ot stolen dogs and other thefts,
dm pointing out, in another town, the fate of
I1 -I child which was iound in a well she
(.•scribed- -etc., etc. She was next arrested
and tried as a wandering “fortune-teller."
I lm "iiy court room was
daily crowded. This
1111 "iiiioii
Judge Bullock doeided the easo in
ia\ot of the accused.
The crowd applauded
in lim court room, and took the “medium” to
her hotel, the Atlantic House, in a hack
drawn by :. pair of
“spanking bays,” Bart
: tin- mote a taken trout her was
paid back
m
mu ! by Hobbs.
Her friends now advise
imr i
bring suits for extortion of money by
ii. timiibitiou, and for “defamation of character
[ilanlord Times.

in the Cunard steamer which arrived here
the tilth of August. While on the way
over, as they were seated at the table engaged in a game of chess with the Captain of
the ship, Chang was struck with paralysis of
the right side. lie'became utterly helpless,
and was obliged to keep in bed for the remainder of the voyage. Of course Eng, although not at all affected in his own person
by the unhappy visitation which afflicted his
brother, was obliged to keep the latter company and also confine himself to his berth.
On the arrival ol the steamer, tin- twins
spent several days in Taylor’s Hotel in Jersey
City, and Chang improved so much that the
brothers were able to sit up, and finally to go
to their home in Mt. Airy,
Surrey County,
North Carolina.
Since their return to North
Carolina,Chang
has gained steadily in general health, but his
right leg continues useless. This, however,
does not prevent the twins from going about
and attending to their ordinary avocations.
Those who have seen this curious pair will
recollect that Eng stands on the right or oil'
side and Chang on the left, and that the inside arm of each is usually thrown around
the other’s hack or neck.
In their present
condition, the way they manage to move
from place to place is this: Chang lies
up
his right or inside leg in a sling, and with the
him
a
support given
by crutch under the left
shoulder, and tire aid of his brother’s arm.
finds no difficulty in making his way around
tiro plantation as easily as ever.
The most singular thing about this extraordinary ease is the fact that during the whole
of Chang’s severe and dangerous illness
Eng
has been in unusually good health and spirits, not excepting the time during which he
was confined to his brother’s sickbed.
He
has no wish to be disunited from
Chang,
even if he could, lie convinced that the
operation would be free from inconvenience or
and
a
son recently remarked to a
danger;
friend that lie did not believe that his father
would ever consent to a separation should
Chang die first.
Distinguished medical authorities have differed in regard to the practicability of separating the twins by a surgical operation,
j though the generafopinion lias been that it
might be accomplished with safety. Some
have supposed that the fact that the brothers
have but a single umbilicus, which is situated in the middle of the ligature that unites
them, indicates a conversion in the circulation of the blood through the two bodies,
which would render an operation dangerous :
hut the circumstances attending Chang’s illuess seem to dispose of this
objection.
One peculiar inconvenience lias resulted
from Chang’s misfortune. Chang ami
Eng,
both ol whom have considerable families,
distinct
domestic establishments,
keep up
and their houses are separated by a distance
of three-fourtlis of a mile. Between the two
residences flows a rapid crock, which they
cross by means of a
foot-bridge, consisting
of a single log, squared and hewed. Over
this narrow path-way the two could cross
with ease while they were both well, but in
Chang’s present condition they find it impossible to accomplish the passage. As
they airmen of no little force of character, however,
it is altogether probable that by this time
they have found means to obviate so vexatious a difficulty.
[New York Sun

; (’iiase oi a House by a LocomoTlie Montgomery, N. Y. Standard
gives the following particulars of an exciting
'■hast- oi' a trotting horse over tho Walkifi
Valley llailroad:
l.a-t Wednesday morning, when the train
lrom t. ir liner approached Lackey's bridge,
if engineer, in
coming around the curve on
t'c* down grade towards the bridge, saw a
horse on the track, which, owing to the high
embankment, he knew could not get out of
the way.
The animal, which belonged to
'dr. John Titus, whose residence is near by,
ad which was once a celebrated trotter, beaiing frightened, started to run towards
the bridge, and it was then the engineer saw
the importance of the step which he was
tl'oiil to take
Knowing time lie could not
top the train, it became a race for life, ns to
vliieli would reach the bridge first.
II the horse arrived before the engine it
was almost sure to throw it from the track,
perhaps down the abyss below, together
with the whole train of passenger coaches,
sacrificing every life on board. He threw
I lie throttle valve all the
way open, and
dashed down the grade at the rate of fitly
miles an hour.
On plunged tho horse and
on came the ponderous
thundering machine
with a deafening roar, behind.
Half tho
distance aad been traversed and the horse
was within a few feet of the stone work.
Kvery pound of steam was forced into the
cylinder, and the engine gave one mighty
lunge, striking the animal on the right (nip,
throwing him high into the air, clear from
lie*stones below, where he fell with his head
turned partly under him, never once stirring
alter he struck.
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Simonton Bros & Co.
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Instantly comes ttie sun. and lights
flip ship with tire;
In h mast creeps up to dizzy heights—

Ibu every day that tire-ship lights
Me distant blue;
And very day glad wonder smites
My heart anew.
How in that instant each could
heed.
And hear the others’ brave
“God-sped.”

of a

Paisley Shawls

'minting t he hours by bells aud lights,
We sailed and sailed;
>i\ lonely days, six lonely nights,
t

\
hie

The Fall

Chang, one of the Siamese Yoiik. Our dispatches gave a brief account
of the falling of a huge eight story building
paralyzed was some time in New
York.
The following additional
ago reported by the press; and as the singuM A K E
lar union of these brothers, who are joined particulars will be read with interest:
The cast wall ot the building fell first and
together by a hollow cartaligmous band of
ligature, has been the cause of such specula- crushed beneath its weight the two-story
tion and theorizing by eminent medical men brick house No. 514 West :59thstreet immediIt was
in this country and Europe, the following de- ately in the rear of the factory.
tails, whtch were given to a representative of known that live families lived in this house,
The Sun yesterday by a gentleman who re- and it was certain, from the suddenness of
A SPECIALTY!
cently met them at their home, will bo of the disaster, that all the occupants at the
special interest to those who have a taste for time were buried. The fall of the east wall
was quickly followed by the
the investigation of physical phenomena.
collapse of the The best assortment iu Belfast,prices
Chang and Eng visited Europe in Februa- west wall, and in less than three minutes
ry last under an engagement to exhibit thorn- there was nothing but a vast mountain of vary from
to
The latest
selves as a curiosity. They remained abroad rubbish to mark the spot where the piano
had
stood.
So
chaotic
was
the apabout six months, returning to this country factory
can be found in Stock.
The fact that
twins, had been

tlie hours by bells and lights,
We rose and sank;'
The waves, on royal banquet heights,
Tossed oil' aud drank
Their jewels made of sun and moon—
White pearls at midnight, gold at noon.

reuniting

designs

pearance of the ruins that the police, and the
firemen were almost at a loss as to where
As many customers have been
they should begin to search for the unfortunate persons who had been entombed.
With
as little delay as possible, however, the men
obliged to send away for a nice arset bravely to work, and undismayed at the
amount of labor before them, began to lessen
ticle, we are determined to keep
the great heaps of brick and timber which
had crushed the dwelling house. After work- them
in stock, and sell
ing resolutely for some time, they found
Matthew Cairns, aged 57 years, and his wife,
them at
rates than
can
both of whom were much hurt, but not dangwere
once
at
removed
in
an
erously. They
ambulance to Bellevue Hospital, and the be obtained in Boston or New York.
men, cheered by the prospect of saving more
life, redoubled their exertions. The anxiety
of the crowd standing around the ruins was
most intense, and if was with difficulty that
the police could prevent them breaking
through the lines. There was scarcely a
MANUFACTURED BY
man or woman among them who did not
wish to ascertain the safety of some one
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS,
whom he or she believed to he in the ruins,
lor Price-List,
i'.inlj
A#*Scnd
Valcimur**, Iff «l. |
and the searchers were besieged hv all manners of questions.
\/\ \v ILL BE FORFEITED BY Dim.. DIX
I lie next persons rescued were two little
fJV/U‘ 1 tailing to cure in less time than any
children named Lizzie and William MeCal- other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
from occupation or less exposure t.> uli
fcrly, aged respectively two years and a half less restraint
with safe
pleasant medicines,
and six months. Strange to say, the little weather,
SELF-ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS,
ones were almost entirely unhurt,
they havTheir effect s and consequences;
ing been preserved in an almost miraculous
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
manner by a projecting joist.
The next i
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
found was the mother of the two children,
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Ann McCalferty, but she had not fared so Mercurial Affections;
Eruptions ami all diseases ot the
well as her infants. At first it was rumored Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
of
the
Joints ; Nervousness; Constituthe
Face;
Swelling
that she was dead, but at last some faint signs
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad
<>i life were discovered, and she, too, was
at
all
ot
ages,
vanned,
sent to Rellevue Hospital. Every effort was
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
made to restore her. The body of Robert J.
HR. Ii. OIX’M.
McCalferty, aged four years and a half, was
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
discovered lying close to the place where his
i 1 ftiiidirott Street, Bostou, .11 rim.
mother was limiA All efforts to restore him
is so arranged that patients never se^or hear each other
were fruitless, ami the body was removed to
Recollect, the only entrance to his ollice is
il, haytlie _'oth Precinct Station House. Some time ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
so that on no account can any person
interruption,
family
before
more
bodies
were
found,
elapsed
any
hesitate applying at his office.
but at last the firemen came upon the dead
DR. DIX
of
Her
death
had
evident- boldly assert*, (and it cannot be contradicted,
Mary Kelly.
body
except by
who
will
or
do anything, even perjure themsay
ly been one of great agony, her features be- quacks,to
impose upon patients,) that he
ing black and terribly distorted. Two more selves,
IS 1 11 K ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN
bodies have been recovered, but it is feared
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.
that the list is far from complete. A woman
TWENTY YEARS
named Hamilton, who lived at No. old West engaged in treatment of .Special Diseases, a tact so wel
'doth street, and who made her living by laun- known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hole
Ac., that he is much recommended, and parProprietors,
dry work, was seen in her room shortly be- ticularly
to
fore the accident occurred, and lias not since
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
been seen. There can be no doubt that she,
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
too, is buried beneath the ruins. At the foot quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large ;
of the west wall stood a small shed used hv cities,

constantly
cheaper

1

DR. DIX
reiers to rroiessors and respectable I hvsicians—
ma»y ot whom consult him in critical cases, because ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through

an engineer named Donnelly, who
superintended the hoisting of bricks and mortar to
the top of the building. This shed lies crushed beneath an immense pile of lumber, and
it is almost certain that Donnelly has been
killed, as lie was seen in the shed a few moments before the wall fell.
It is ipiito possible that several persons have been killed who
have not yet been missed by their friends.
The disaster is attributed to the fact that the
building was unable to stand the pressure of
the wind.

proudly

long experience, practice,and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
the
by
lylug boasts, misrepresentations, talso promises
and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of
Special
and las

to t.ieir cure. Some exhibit
forged
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part ol the world ; others exhibit Diplomas oi the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not
assumin'* and
advertising in names of those inserted In the diplomaFurther their imposition assume names of other celhut
byrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived

Abbcrttscmcnts

It

Mary LO^Upixmoxary
she was

BAmm.

uni) be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for
experiments with quackery,
1)R. DIN'S

’lOi V"

The old standard remedy lor Coughs, Colds, ConsumpNothing better.” Cutlku Bkgb. & Co„ Boston.

Charges

are very moderate.
Communications sacredly
Confidential, uml all may rely on him with the strictest
Secrecy and confidence, whatever ma> be the disease, con1IBPILATORV POWHEH. dition or situation ot any one, married or single.
Removes superfluous hair in five minutes, without
Medicines sent by Mall and Express to all parts ot tie
United States,
injury to the skin. Rout by mail for $1.25.
I All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to

tion.

UI'IIAM'M

I IMMII’S ASTHMA Cl lill

Relieves most violent paroxysms in.lire minutes and efPrice $ by mail.
a speedy cure.

fects

insure an answer.
Address Du. L. l)ix,No. 'Z\
Boston Jail. 1 1870
1 yr

I

Endieott St. Boston, Musa.
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NOTICE.
B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
Storehouses and Wharf of II. J. ANare now opening an entire new stock,
in part of the following articles.

WILLIAM
Stores,
DERSON, «Jk.,

WATERPROOFS Always

Belfast, May

you

Simonton Bros & Co.
THEY GUT THEM FREE OF CHARGE.
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customer cannot fail to he
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HEALTH,

.»mi>,

that each

>uppre**i'ii,

of discuses of women than any other physiciuu in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his tr< utineut.
Dr. Dow, since 1M5, having confined his whole atteii
tiou to an ollice practice tor ttie cute ot Private DDea-es
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no supei mr in
the United States.
N. B. —All letters must contain otu- dollar, or tin >
will not bo answered.
Office hours from sa.m.Io'.i r. v.
1 y3
Boston, duly 25, hS7u.
cure

A First Class Investment.

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R, R.
3FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

.v \ M

J

m-i ,.uum

Derangements, are all treated ou tew pathoh.gie.il
principles, and speedy relief guaranteed In a very lew
days. So invariably certain.is the now mode oi treat
ment. that most obstinate complaints yield under it
and the atllleted person soon rejoiees in perlect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in. the
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Which an- i.. •. >il• r' il to tin public, are pronounced
all tin- crlcbinlcd Opticians { the World to be tin

Olliers

investment of
J.. money is called to the above very desirable security.
The Bonds run tor twenty years, at six per cent, interest in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed of the
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand
dollars. The whole amount ot these bonds to be issued
is limited to one hundred and titty thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a certificate of one of the trustees
that it is a portion ot the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not present a
better or safer securit).
These bonds are now olfered tor sale on liberal terms.
to
\Y. T. COLBURN, Treasurer.
Beltast June 1. 1870.
I7tf
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D1C. DOW, Physician ami Surgeon, No. 7 l iuli tt
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Salt for Sale.
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at. Simpson's Wharf, Belfast, lor-ale cheap by the
M
subscriber.
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If Fit It IM A N.
till
Belfast, May 10. UCO
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WM. P. BURRILL & CO
In order to avaih themselves of

to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
1, 18t'»9.
tfCJ

|

AMERICAN

lIRMlir,
I-rom whom they ran ••«.!>
not sum.lied to IVdlci

are

a

be obtained,
any price.

Munir
lhc»e good
1 yI 4**

tin

BELPAST
J. C. ROBBINS iuforms his friends and
the public that he has leased the above well
known establishment, where he offers enter
taiument to the travelling public.
tie wm niorougn renovate ute nouse, m.ikr
improvement* and every way conform to modern needs.
1 lie table will be supplied with nil tin* delicacies th.it
can be procured,and special attention given to order and
neatness In the sleeping apartments.
All the stages leaving the city take their departure
from this house. Coache* run regularly to the boats,
and guests conveyed to any part of the city or country.
u it
Belfast, May 10, lb70.
J »
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rnblUhtti,
A Lecture on the
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FISHING

VESSEL_FOR

SALE.

Tl»e Schooner Senutor, .‘J5 tons, o.m.
a
very good vessel in every respect. Well
lound in Sails and Rigging, lias lL'o fathoms new cable.
Will be sold very low.
K. B. (iAKl)XKK,
tll8
itucksport, Me,

BAH (nOB iV

BOSTON.

a mode ot cure at once certain and etfei tun I
every sufferer, no rnatt* r what his condition
may be, may cure himself cluapiv, privately, and nidi
willy. THIS l.KCTCHK WIKI. l*KOVE A BOON !■>
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent, under seal, to any address, in a pluiu sealed enol six cents, or two post stamps.
velope, on the
cenis.
Also, Dr. Culverwell’s “Marriage Ouide,” price
Address the l*ut»ll.shers,
C. KI.INK fi CO.,
CHAS.
VZ1 llowery, \t*»* l'ork. Post Office Box 4,f*rtO.

receipt

YJ

LANCE,
SHUTK,

w III
regular trips between Bangor and
Boston, leaving Battery whart Boston, THURSDAY,
APRIL?, 1870, touching at Belfast, Sandy l’olnt, Bucks
port, Wlnterport and Bangor. Freight and passengers
taken at reasonable rates.
S. S. LEWIS Sc SON, Agents.
tl39
Belfast, April ti 1870.
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Its o. « a-donal iim* will inv\«*nt tm- iom
ml, ami
from ltirum<r i*ra\ n. fallin
<
(msnqmmtlv prevent i aid.!hil t*
I min those d< leln ions .- abstain »• whh h
maki* Minn* prepm molts datineious and
hair, tin \ moi nan
miiii'ioim to tin
It wautn.t
only hem-iit hut not harm it.
ineivh hn •(
illI

I

I

■

>

ft. t 'OOPHK is still at the old stand of

HALLS & COOPKli,

where he will keep constantly on hand a good mbsoit
ment ot Lumber, ('eiueut, Liaaaav build aatd
Hair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful lor past favors he respectlully solicits u conM. L\ COOI'KK.
tinuance of the same.
Belfast Feb. HI 1S70.
t!3.'

ATEIN8HIP
T. K.

lor

Nature, Treatment

PROPELLOR LINE.
A Jj Tu
Capt.

fi y

cent:

& Radical
Cure ot Sperinatorrhua, or Seminal Woukticss, Involin,
tary Emissions, Sexual Debility, a ml Impediment. t
Marriage generally ; Nervousness, Consumption, Kplkp
sy, ami Kits; Mental ami Physical Incapacity, resultmI from Self-Abuse, &e.~ l?v KOBKKT .1. Cl.l.N V.UW kl.l
j
M. D., Author ot the “Oroen Book," ike.
The world-renowned author, in thin admirable I.cctuiv
clearly proves from his own experience that the awlul !
consequences of Self-Abuse may be elfectually removed
without medicines, and without dangerous surgical
operations, bougies, instruments, rings, or cordial*,

xli

colors hair or whiski rs I’rnwn or lllack instautaiiceU'dv
and givi s t In in a perbeih uatuiul appearance, and 1- uu
attended with any Injurious eilcct. Kegular pack.>•
w ith brush and sponge complete, ouly $1-M*- *« KO. (.
! t
-ill druggists.
(JOi)OW IN -v ( (>.
mmsia

1V1UN

/\,Ve

lyrS
,

*♦
t igealiiir Hair Dvr, long and lav of
ably know u to tin pildii stand pi crlcos and unrivalhd
It is tin* best, jim ki-t, cheupi -t, the inoat natural, dux
able, hai iiilesd and eilcetual tluir I>ye in the world. Ii

A LECTURE
TO

by

SYBUp,l!,(no«'“Peruvian Park,”) blown In the plauH
A 33-pagu. pamphlets
seutJW-c. J.'P.. Dlnbbobb
Proprietor, 3g Hey StlrNew York..
PoliLby all Druffijlata.

GET THE BEST.

HOUSE

out
pointing
which

Simonton Bros. & Co.

commence ncr

Belfast
NOW

IS

Savings Bank

THE

“A penny saved
made

TIME TO

is a penny earned.”

May

on or

he tonml so desirable
neither oil nor «l\e, it do*,
not
oil while « amhn*
and yet la>d
Ion**; on the hair, nixing it a neh flossy
lustre and a rut etui |iertiiine.

nothin'' else

FLANNELS and WOOLENS
at Reduced Prices. These

bought early
quently

can

cheaper

than

elsewhere.

DRESSING,

HAIR

You will find

DEPOSIT.

before the 1st of any month,
will be placed upon interest every month, (except
and November) and interest computed upon the
same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from W
to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 P. M
Saturdays from o to 12 A.M.
JOHN H. QU1MUY, Treas.
ASA FAUNCE, Prest.
ls7u.
tfl
Belfast, July 13,

DEPOSITS

purchasers

Money Cannot Buy

the most distressing cits ns ot Phthisic in :t few rniuutc
Inhaled with the breath, It goes directly to the Lung
and air cells, and relief is immediate and cert m

T

CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE
RIO
FLOUR, COFEEE
HAVANA
JAPAN TEA
PORK,
ST. JAGO
BEEF,
OOLONG
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, Ac.
A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, which we in
invite

Phthisic !

Phthisic!

YOUR

LEWIS' INHALANT, for the Phthisic

There you will find the Largest and Lest assortment
(and the cheapest prices,) to select Iroui in the city.
Custom work done in the J.atest Style, and of the best
stock, at the Lowest Prices. Also repairing done In the
best manner and at Short Notice.

consisting

•<

■

their

Shoes and Rubbers.

;

Street, Chicago, 111.

Lake

C0m_142

HON. Ia. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.

Style.

8GT O O M E A XI)
till*
Belfast, Nov. 15,1S70.

.,

4

BEST ANI) CHEAPEST PEACE TO UE'V

Boots,

WINDERS,

lines,

that

No. 18 Main Street:,

IS

AND KEF

MOVEMENTS

-:o:-

Shoe Store!
THE
your

YO K K.

and uorurati-ly adjusted m II-',r <-,>tU auU
a
und all.
Hie liner grades all having three pairs Coalial Pitou. Cap Jr waled, In ««oI«l *o«iiuga.
and tempered II dr .Sprtuga. und t,.r our late Improvcm-w In
in the cheapest grades have the STUAKillT TINE Escapement, with Exposed Tallet Jewels, ind Hardened
hitherto unuttam. 1 in any «>tLer niamifaetui r, at hum.- or abroad,
><> 1/1 \ i
SM<
ami
l,l('
IT
a
Si'PPXd
SIMP
we
claim
KM
WINDING
mechanism
>,
Si
Til,
split and Klj-baeic s.eondb, tor taking
all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set und Magic Cases, Minute Kepeaters, Ind. j.rmlenl : i.
('(instantly on hand, full
three different times}, for timing horses, Artillerymen. &e,
b-wan
tt.ni'
the trade generally,
M.i.t. i,
with which the Country .«
4Mr Price List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by
Mai. i*N
i.
i -u tin
I •« t.
«t ! hr ma*
opriu^
tlooded, I n hist on a certificate of genuineness from those oi whom you purchase, and see that the words,
barrel. All others are spurious.

II. H. FORBES

WE

A

customer

every

Read This!

SE.fl

great variety is in Stock,

FROSTED

NICKEL AND

BOTH

Dress Goods.
A

I NO JOll /.' HRS

WATCHES, TENDANT WINDERS

MANUFACTURERS

Northern

l’aeilic
progressing west ot »lie junction and will continue as last as possible all
winter.
O.^XJTi'C>3Sr.
Twenty-five miles arc now laid.
.Should occasion require you to purchase
Grading progresses uninterruptedly beyond
Ti. A. Fuhncsfock’s Wrmiiuge, be particuthe end ol' the track and from the Mississippi
larly care till to see that the initials are IS.
river west on the western divison.
There
A. This is the article that has been so
are
about three thousand men employed
Favorably Known Since 1829,
along the line. Sixty miles have been gradAmi purchasers must insist on having it
ed west from the junction. At the close of
if they do not wish to have an imitation
this month one hundred miles of grading will
forced upon them.
he finished and forty miles of track laid.
There are parties of engineers at work conROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.
stantly between the Red river and the Mis- Prizes cashed and information furnished by GEORGE
Ill'll
AM, Providence, K. I
souri, making surveys, profiles and locations;
and from the Pacific ocean westward the
A W eek Mitlary !—Young men wanted us
great .work is being mapped and profiled prelocal and travelling salesmen. Address (with
Tiie Moral op the Verdict. After a
to construction.
The most remarkparatory
U. If. WALKER, 31 Park Row, N. Y.
stamp)
careful perusal of the evidence, the arguments able features of the work on the Northern
and the judge’s charge to the jury, we regard Pacific Railroad will be that it will not cease
the verdict in the late trial of Edward H.
all winter.
Hoswell with profound satisfaction.
It is
W ILL PAY AC1EIYTM A MALAIK Y
of $:KO per w eek and expenses, or all a large
not merely that this individual felon, this
Stock raising is with the Indians the first
to sell our new and wonderful inventions,
In utal husband, this self-constituted
guardian step towards civilization. When Governor commission,
Address M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.
of the
he had forsaken, is to McCook first proposed to give cattle to thimarriage-bed
sutler the lawful penalty for his crime. This ll tea it was on condition that they should not
VfEW MEDICAL PA MPH LET.—Mnnilis much, but it is more to have removed from kill the cattle faster than
il nail Physical ami IVervoui Delilllly. its
they increased. To effects
and cure. Price
cents. Address SECRETARY,
the honored institution of
jury trials, the this the Indians demurred, declaring that if Museum ot Anatomy, 25
018 Broadway, New York.
stigma that has rested upon it since the they could not kill them as fast and when
shameless perjury of the juries that Acquitted they desired they did not want them at all.
IMAL 1VEAHWEMN, how to treat ami
cure it.
Pamphlet sent free. Address Dit. II. C.
Sieves, Cole and McFarland. It was a Of course this was not conceded, but the
NEWELL & CO., Hartford, Conn.
of
moment
to
to
them
stock
was
driven
and
under
citizen
of
great
question
every
placed
Maine—further, to every citizen of America the care ot American herders. During the
whether there were yet a community where first eight months the stock increased eighty
a jury could be ompannelled of sufficient in- per cent.
There were in the lot some seventegrity to render in a ease of this kind, a ty cows, which being below grade the gov- A Clergyman, while residing in South America as a
verdict in accordance with the law and the ernor offered to them lor beet. Seeing how missionary, discovered a sate and simple remedy lor the
Cure ot Nervous Weakness, Early Decay, Diseases of
evidence, as every jury is solemnly sworn to rapidly they increased the Indians refused to the Urinary and Seminal
Organs, and the whole train ot
do. The question is now answered, aad we permit even these to be killed. In short, disorders brought on by banctul and vicious habits.
numbers have been cured by this noble remedy.
congratulate all lovers of justice, honor and they seem to have made the discovery that Oreat
Prompted by a desire to benefit the afflicted and unfortutruth, on the result. The metropolitan virus by the increase of their flocks anil herds they nate, I will send the receipe for preparing and using this
has not yet reached us.
Here at least law is will bo able to live when the game, hitherto medicine, in a sealed envelope, to any one who needs it,
/■'rce of charge. Address .JOSEPH T. IN MAN, Station
still supreme.
their reliance for subsistence, is gone.
[Maine Farmer.
D. lilbh* House, New York City.

COMPANY,

N. J.

NEW

LANE,

MAIDEN

Siinoiitoii Bros. & (lo.,

on

MARION,

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,

TRU TSTl&L&i
Styles,

Track-laying
Railroad is still

WATCH
FA CTl 'll HRS,

TENS, MA Nl

A Curious Story. A late number ol'the
HA I hUOAl) FAOILITI HS.
Commercial Advertiser of Honolulu relates
THE STEAMER
IIa\ e commenced the Manufacture ot
the fact that one of the whale ships in that
t IX DISK ASKS OF Til K U (UNARY OlUiANS,
City of lSi<iiui»ii«l
harbor recently captured a whale in the Arc- ± \_ inflammation of the Kidneys, Inflammation of tin1
tic seas, which had in its carcass a harpoon. liladder, or any affections that interfere with the func1'apt. W.M !•:. DKN'NrSON.
tions of these organs always cause great pain and weakThis harpoon was known to belong to a ship ness in t he small
of t he back and loins. To relievo this,
W ill make* one trip per week, leaving Kmlroad Wharf,
In all Varieties ami
which was at that time cruising in the. north- a diuretic medicine is necessaiy.
Portland, every THURSDAY EVENING, at lo o'clock,
or on arrival ot Express Train from Boston, lor Rock
ern seas, on the other side ot the continent.
I 1IK CITY OK
IN'
Dr. Sargent’s Backache Pills
land, Camden, Belfast, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick,
I the west -id’ of IMienlx Kuw over Black’s
The whale had evidently passed from one have been thoroughly tested lor the past
So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Milinridgt*, Junesport BKKFAS
thirty-eight
Straw Factory.
open sea to the other, by way of the polo. years, and pronounced the most efficient diuretic ever and Machiasport.
These Trunks are ottered to the public at wholesale or
Returning will leave Machiasport ever y Monday Mon.
He must have found open wat er, for even a discovered. They are purely vegetable and contain no
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
f»
on
at
Sold
Sent
mail
ol
at
by druggists,
the above named landing.
by
receipt
lug
o’clock,
touching
mercury.
whale must come up at short intervals to price, 50 els. per t»o>c.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
CYKIJS PAT 1 EPSON, Agent.
to order.
I^OIIOE A. KEIXRY.
tf
blow. It is certain that the Polar sea is nav
Belfast, Dec. H, 1S70.
Wholesale Ilrug-g-iac,
ItEIVtf Itisrci DOIE.
igable for whales from one side of the conti28 Wood St., rittwourgli, I’a.
W. 1\ BL ltKlU., &, CO.
nent to the other.
But while it does not folBelfast. Aprills?0.
t(C2
low that ships would follow the same track,
the fact cited is one of considerable interest.
Shipmasters may be able to navigate the PoHave received ail entire new Inlar sea when they know as much about navigation in high latitudes as this whale with a
vnice of Kali and Winter
harpoon sticking in his back.

BACKACHE.

THt

GILES, WALES <fc CO.,

Insido Line—Portland, Penobscot
Bay & Machias.

gists.

Cilaas.

uud

OF
& CO.'

GILES, WALES

IMP OR

Winter Arrangement.

Colors the whiskers and hair a beautitul ul.uk or
It consists of only one prejuirntinn. 7> cents
i-.uonvx.
by mail. Address S. C. I PH A M, No. 7 1 dayne Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. Circulars sent free. Sold by all Drug

rout—iron

STATES

only

QUACIv NOSTRUM-MAK EUS,
through false certiticates and references, and recommend
atious of their medicines by the dead, who cannot
expose
or contradict them; or who, besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects ot different herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their Fills, Extracts,
Specifies
Ac., most of which, it not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its
curing everything,” but now
“kill
known to
more than is
cured.” and those u«»t
killed, constitutionally Injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relies upon Mkiici/kv, and gives it
to all his patients, in Fills, Drops, &c\, so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
.Specific, Antidote, ticc., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, It is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing Is said oi
the balance, some ot whom die, others grow worse and
are lelt to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, it posssiblo, by competent physicians.
RUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the loregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ofthelileaud health of others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the “usual feu” may be obtained for
prolessedly curing, or “the dollar,” or “fraction of it,”

r

WORKS

Diseases,

A d: out: Finks llnislci.K.
The criminal
court wa- adjourned at noon until •'! o'clock
p. m. The .fudge, however, failed to appear at that hour, and about 1 o’clock he en-

*ect

-\»o

so

the|

Stuart and was devoted to her, but
cold, lie asked the cause. She told him
she had just heard of his engagement to
Miss A., whereupon he denied it, made decided fun of Miss A., and begged his charmer to come in the conservatory lor a
quiet
talk and unmask. She consented, and unmasked—his fiancee, of course. Imagine,
the scene. Mr. 15. has, at present, on Ids
hands a valuable solitaire diamond, which
he is anxious to dispose of. This sounds
somewhat Venetian, but the whole story isn’t
more than ten days old in New York.

they

UNITED
FISHERMEN!
TWINES & NETTING.:

tored-the court room, and on taking his seat,
said Mr. Clerk, enter a line of $100 against
Samuel Dodge, judge of this court, for being
i absent :it the hour to which this court adThe line was entered by the clerk.
journed
A Nice Little Bit ok Gossii- is going
there seems to he something nonsensirounds in New York. Miss A and Air. 15. j While
cal in the presiding olliecr of a court fining
wore engaged to be married, ami both re-1
himself for delinipiincv. there nevertheless is
ceived invitations to a large masquerade
a high moral principle of honor involved
15.
Mr.
at
the
was,
time, carrying on which is the more commendable the more we
party.
quite a flirtation with another young lady, relied
upon it. [Calveston llulletin.
Miss C., who was also to be present, and so
told his fiancee that he would be out of town
that night, and she made up her mind to say
CIO
at home.
The gay deceiver thereupon
agreed to meet his other charmer, who was
to wear the costume of Mary Stuart, at the
DON’T WASTE TIME AND LABOR
masquerade. This was all very delightful, l»> lining' ug» mi ol«l A\e. Send $1.50 to LIPPINbut unfortunately the two ladies met. Air. COTT & LARK WELL, Pittsburgh, Pa., and they will
send a tip-top Axe, Kxpreasage paid. Halt a day lost
15.’s name was mentioned, and in [t wo min- in
grinding will thus be saved.
utes there was a grand explanation.
Both
ladies resolved to punish him. The masUSE THE “VEGETABLE \ Q7A
came.
Mf. 15. found

querade night

iBlIteKa.

$40.

in the

goods

were

season, conse-

he sold

10 per cent,

they

be

can

t

can

dntainin^

Prepared by
PRACTICAL

AND

Dr. J. C.

Ayer

A N A l.\

I

liOW i:i*l*,

purchased

Mint:K

i'll ’A

&

M ASS.
*1

uo

OLD H V A 1.1. OKI (ail; 1 S.

lyr

Co.,

(HI llhl?

